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Foreword
The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
has for many years recognized the value of camping as an
important aspect in the fives of handicapped youth and adults.
Since 1971 when the former Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped provided funding to helpsponsor the National
Conference on Training Needs and Strategies in Camping,
Outdoor and Environmental Recreation for the Handicapped
at San Jose State University, there has been a nationwide
movement toward including handicapped children and adults
in organized camping programs.

The material contained in this book and other volumes that
make up the Camp Director Training Series are the result of a
three-year project fuhded by the Division of Personnel Prepa-
ration. In funding this effort, it is our hope that the results of
the project. will help make camp directors and other persons
more aware of the unique and special needs of disabled
children and adults; and to provide information and
resources to better insure that those needs are met.

The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services is
committed to the goal of equal opportunity and a quality life
for every handicapped child in the United States. Opportunity
to participate in camping programs on an equal basis with
their non-handicapped peers is a right to which all handicapped
children o-e entitled. However, this goal can be achieved only
if those responsible for the provision of camping services are
likewise committed to this goal.

William Hillman, Jr., Project Officer, 1979-1981
Division of Personnel Preparation,
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
Sept. 1981
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Preface
Emblazoned across the mantle of the fireplace at its National
Headquarters are the words "Better Camping For All."
Nothing more easily sums up the basic purpose of the
American Camping Association (ACA) in its 75 years of
existence than do these words. From its very beginning, the
Association has been concerned about providing "better"
camp's. That concern has led to a continuing study and
research for the most appropriate standards for health, safety,
and better programming in the organized camp.

That concern for standards of performance in the operation
of the summer camp led to an awareness of the necessity of an
adequate preparation and continuing education of the camp
director. Various short courses and training events were
developed in local ACA Seetions and at ACA national con-
ventions. Many institutions of higher learning developed
curriculum related to the administration of the organized
camp.

By the late 1960s, the American Camping Association
began the development of an organized plan of study for the
camp direetor that would insure a common base of knowledge
for its pirticipants. Three types of camp director institutes
were developed and experimentea with in different parts of
the country. In 1970, the Association adopted a formalized
camp director institute which led to certification by the
Association as a certified camp director. Continuing efforts
were made to try to expand and improve upon the progtam.

After the first decade, it was recognized that the program
must be greatly expanded if it were to reach camp directors in
all parts of the country. Centralized institutes of a specified
nature often prevented wide participation by camp directors.
This led the Association to consider the importance of
documenting a body of knowledge which needed to be
encompassed in the basic education of any camp director and
to explore methods by which that information could be best
disseminated.

During the years 1976-78, the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, funded a three-year project to determine the basic
competencies required of a camp director who worked with
the physically handicapped. Under the leadership of Dr.

Dennis Vinton and Dr. Betsy Farley of the University of
Kentucky, research was undertaken that led to the documenta-
tion of the basic components of such education. It was deter-
mined that 95 percent of the information required in educa-
tion of a director of a camp for the physically handicapped
was generic. Only 4 percent or 5 percent related specifically to
the population served.

Meanwhile, the American Camping Association had begun
to recognize that the word "all" in its motto is an obligation
far beyond its extensive efforts over a number of 'decades to
insure organiied camping experiences for children nf all racial.
ethnic, ana socio-economic backgrounds. Camps began to ex-
pand their services to a variety of special populations to encom-
pass all age ranges and persons with a variety of physical and
mental disabilities. The message soon reached the Association
that any camp director education program must help all camp
directors to understand and explore the needs of the new ,
population the camps were serving. Chief among those new
populations were the campers with physical and, mental
disablements.

In 1978, the Association approached the Office of Special
Education. U.S. Department of Education, and reauested
funding for a project to expand its education program based
on the materials developed by Project REACH, a research pro-
ject funded by the Department of Education at the University
of Kentucky; the intent was to include training for directors
working with the handicapped and develop a plan for wider
dissemination of camp director education opportunities.

A subsequent grant from the department resulted in
Project STRETCH and three years of monitoring camp
director education programs, revising and expanding the
basic curriculum for such programs, and developing new
materials for use in expanded programs.

As we near the end of Project STRETCH, the American
Camping Association is pleased to find that the project has
helped to greatly heighten the level of awareness of the handi-
capped and their needs in the camp director community.

This volume is one of several volumes that will insure
"Better Camping for All" in the decades ahead.

Armand Ball,
Executive Vice President
American Camping Association
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A Brief Overview

A4 you pAepaAe to embatk on an AC4 Home.Study Cout6e, it
414 impottant to temembet that az in othet ACA educationat
oppoAtunitiez (inztitutez, zeminatz-, managetiat6etc.),
thete 4a cote cutticutum upon which the couitze iz
bazed. The cote cutticutum has been apooved by the
cutticutum committee od the Arne/aeon Camping Azzociation.

Thtough home ztudy, you wUt have the oppottunity dot a
one-on-one ketationship between you and you/r. inztAuctok.
The instAuctok wit.t. be ab& to give you his/het undivided
attention to 6acititote yout undeAztonding and ma6tety
od the ztudy matetiat. You witt. atiso be abte to woth. on
you/t own time 6dt-eau& at you/t own pace.

A unique 6eatute o6 ACA Home Study is out individuatized
appkoach. Recognizing the zpeciat needz o6 adutt
teatneAz and di66ekencez between individuatz and theit
pke6e/Lence2 dot cettain typez o6 activitiez, ACA Home .

Study Coutisez have incdkpoitated an appkoach to attow each
teatneA home independence. in dezigning ki6/het own ptan
od 6tudy with the inztAuctok.

InstAuctou. Inst/tuctou dot ACA Home Study Coutzez
a/ve zetected and azzigned by the Nationat Oddice on the
bao od theit expetience az camp ditectou ot educatou
in the atea o6 camp adminiztkation and thein abitity to
e66ectivety' 6acititate the 6tudy od othet adwas zeeking
to inckeoze thein knowtedge in the dieed o6 otganized
camping. Mozt insttuctou ate happy to con6e/L by phone
zhoutd you /tun into a phob&m. Yout instAuctoez phone
numbeA iz ti/sted in you/r. tetteA 66 acceptance.

CouAze Otganization. Each coutze'con6i6ts od Out .

phazez. Phaze 1: Begins'with ci needz azzezzment to
detetmine whete you/r. ztungthz and weaknezzez tie in
tetths od the ateaz to be coveted, tezouteez you have
avaitabte, and queztionz ot butning izzuez you wi6h to
have anzweted in addition to the cutticutum. You ate
abo azked to comptete a vita detaiting yout expetience
and pkeviouz education.
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Phase 11: Consists o6 the devetopment oS a ptan 66 study
to be Sottowed 5y you and compteted within twetve (12)
months oS its apptovat by yout instAuctoA. 16 necessany,
an extension may be appAoved by yourc instnucton Son an
additionat six (6). months. The ptan o6 woAk o devetoped
by coopenation between-you and youn instnucton and it is
based on a set oS necommended teanning assignments
ptovided (tesSons). Note: Ate/ma-tut-Lab 6/tom the
student Aqui/Led 66A Phase J and 11 shoutd be sent to
yout instnucton within one week oS the notiSication oS
yout instAuctoes name and add/Less.

Phase III: Inyotves.the actuat study. The instnucton
assigned is avaitabte to you any time you need him/hen
by Letten on phone to answeA any ptobtem-ateas on to com-
ment on youn wonk a6teA you-have compeeted an assignment.
You may send in yout assignments oq dt a time, oh ate
at once. A bAie6 discussion on each atea.o6 the couAse
is atso ptovided.in Phase III.

Phase IV: Conctudv the couAse with an evatuation oS youn
wonk by the instAuctoA, o6 the inztAuctoA and couAse by
the student.

Texts: Theke i4 mone than one'text used Son each cvuAse.
Because o6 the tack oS a compAehensive text in the 4e2d
oS campi:Ag 6oA most ateas, Aeadings ate AequiAed 6Aom a
vahiety 06 soutces. AgAeement on Aeadings which ake
AeRcliA"ed 6oA the couAse is one oS the tasks o6 the ptan
oS wonk whieh is devetoped in Phases T and 11.

Begin Counse: As-soon as you Aeceive yourc mateniabs 6oA
the couAse, begin wonk. Lead thnough the study guide to
get a 6eet 6oA the couAse. Comptete Phase 1 and 11 within
a week oS heceiving the study guide and mail_ ate Aequested
mateabs (needs assessment, vita, /Leading tist, and
ptan oS wonk) to youA assigned instnucton.

Yout instAuctoAwitt neview youn matmiatis and appkove oh
add ateas to yout ptan o6 wotk. This shoutd be AetuAned
to you by yout instAuctoA within one to two weeks. You
.witt then have a maximum oS twave (12) months to comptete
yout ptan o6 study (i6 needed, you may Aequest a six.(6)
montlo extension 6Aom yout instnucton). As soon as you,
Aeceive youk apptoved ptan o6 wotk, begin study. You may
Sind it easieA to put younsetS on a time sehedute to
comptete one anea oS the couue peA week and Aettan it to
youA instAuctoA 6oA his/heA commen,ts, on you may Sind it
zimpteA to zend in att assignments in Phase III at once.
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Cikcuit time (time between youk mai4ngs untit yowl.
.uotkuctot tetuAA a mailing to you) takes about two
(2) weeks..

Evatuation: Once you have compteted aft assignments
sati66actoAi1y, comptete the evatuation iokm and 6end
it dikectty to the Nationat ACA A comse
cetticate oti comptetion witt then be sent to you.

Cancellation and Settlement Policy for ACA Home Study Courses

We ake contiident you witt be satistiied with youk ptogkam oti study thkough
the Arnenican Camping Az6ociation. ShOutd you decide to crincet, we ptovide
you with tkis tibekat cancettation poticy.

A student may taminate an entottment at any time by notying the ACA
Nationat

1. A student tequesting cancettation within 7 day6 atite4 the date
on Which the entottment apptication 6igned 4hatt be given a
te6und oti att monies paid to thc Ametican Camping'Az6ociation (ACA).

2. When cancetting atitek this 7-day petiod, and untit youk inztkuctot
teceives the iiinst compteted assignment (Needs Assessment), an
adminiztkative tiee oti 20% 04 $25 (the teast amount) oti the tuition
6hatt be tetained by the ACA.

3. qtet you/L instAuctok teceives the 6i/t.st compteted assignment
(Needs Assessment), and ptiot to comptetion oti a Ptan o6 Study,
upon cancettation oti an entottment the ACA witt tetain an

.60,vadministAative tiee oti 30% oti the tuition.

4. Atite't the student ha4 compteted the Ptan oi Study, the student
6hati be tiabte tiok the tiutt tuition and thete witt be no.tetiUnd.



The Desired Outcomes of Camp Director Education

A CAMP V1RECTOR'SHOOLV BE ABLE TO:

I. Demonist:Late an undeutanding o6 the titie 4pan chatactotia
and needs 06 the conistitutencia which he/zhe 4eAva and ditect4
inctuding the,e6tiect4 afbiological, psychotogicatand .socio-
cultutat iscpstemis, on the gtowth and behaviot 06 thae peuon4.

To date/mine which peuonis he/4he could 4etve and ideriti6y the
implication4 6011. hi4/het camp.

III Ais4a4-hi4/het 4tnengt4 'and weakna4e4 in Actotion to hiz/het
own phito4ophy and the phito4oPhy o6 othet pe1r2on4 in the camp-,,-
ing ptoaasion, community, and camp, hiis/het te2ation4 with othe1r4;
and hiz/het pit.06ezisiona1 eompetencia.

IV. State. intetptet and detiend ha/het camp phito4ophy, goats and
objective's andhow they tetate to the conistitutencia which he/
zhe 4eAva and the 4ociety. in which he/Ole tiva.

V. Vaign a camp to/Log/tam to achieve the goats and objective's

his/het camp in tetms 06 campet devetopment.

V/. To develop and juistitiy the otganizationat daign mat conducive
to the achievement 06 hiz/het camp'4 phitcpsophy and objective's.

VII. Develop a comptehenzive 4ta66ing ptan in a mannet which implemen,t4
hi4/het camp14 goa4 and aid4 hi.s/het 4taiWz petoonal and pq-
tiazionat gtowth.

VIII. Knaw the vatua o ampiag and be abie to intetptete them
to ptapective patent's and campets, ista6,. and the non-.camp com-
munity utitizing vatied taouAca and method's.

IX. .Vezign a continuouis and comptehenzive evatuation ptogAam 6(A.
ha/het. camo.

X. Anatyze and devetop a comptehenzive camp health and isa6ety isy4tem
which iz conztent/4uppoktiye o6 the camp phito4ophy, goat's and
objective's.

XI. Anatyze and develop a camp'is 600d 4envi1e ,sotem which con-
isiztent and 4uppontive of, the camp philouphy, goats and
olljectiva.

X//. Anatyze and develop buzineo and ainanciat 4y4tem4 conziistent and
zuppoittive 0',6 the camp phito4ophy, goat's and objective's.

XIII. Anatyze and develop a comptehen4ive-plan 6011. 4ite(4) and 6acititia
management conziztent and Sdppottive T6 the camp phito4ophy, goat's,
and objectiva.

-4-



ACA Home Study: Student Instructions

Phase I: Needs Assessment, Reading List, and Vita
to-

Attached ate the 6otms you need to comptete dot Phase 1. These
inctude:

I. A NeedS AZsezsment FOAM: Each WAticatiM atea od thiz
coutse i4 tizted on the dotm With a 1 to 10 scate
undetneath the statement.

Ptease tate youthad as dottows:
k

1 to 2 I have insucient knowtedge in tkiz atea

5 to 4'- I have knetwtedge to identi6y Some tesoutces

5to 6 1 havk petdotmed home wotk in thih atea
with assiztancee,

7 to 8 I have petdotmed independent wotk ot insttucted
othoth in thih atea

9 to 10- By vittue.o6 ttaining dnd expetience in thiz atea,
I cowed be catted upon to appty my expettize
to instAuct ot consutt any camp ot constituency

Space iz afiso ptovided dot you to comment az t.o why you
tated younzet6 in such a mannet on each topic.

,

. Reading Checktizt To'enabte yout insttuctot to make teading
assignmentz; a tecommended teading tist iz attached. Ptease

,matk with a check (%./) those mateitiath you own at coact get

, access to.

3. Vita: To give Out insttdctot a bettet pRdetztanding o6
yout backgtound, you ate aiho asked to comptete A he vita
attached.

Phase J and II:

Phase I and II itemz shoutd be maited to the coutse insttuctot
(tisted in yout Comse acceptance tettet) within one week,o6 the
date yoU Aeceived it.

-5- 1 2
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NAME

NEEDS ASSESSMENT FORM

CAMP NAME

To be complete' prior to training
by participant and returned to the
instructor.

NO YEARS CAMP EXPERIENCE

Below is a listing of the competencies ideniified for the course you will be taking in the Basic Camp Director Ed-
ucation Course. For each competency, pleaseindicate how you would rate yourself in relation to a) your present
ability at performing the task; and, b) the amount,of training you.feel you need in this area. Use a scale of 1 =
low to 10 = high, putting an "X" through the number that best describes your response in each category. Please add
any additional comments you feel necessary to clarify why you rated your ability as you did.

COMPETENCY PRESENT ABILITY

lo,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

i .1

9 10

AMOUNT OF TRAINING
, NEEDED

1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10

COMMENTS

1. Knowledge of the characteristics and
needs of the population your camp
serves.

2. Knowledge of the needs of special
populations

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Knowledge of the role of the director. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Knowledge of the field of organized
camping philosophy goals and objectives.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

_
5. Knowledge of program development. 1 2-3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Knowledge of organizational design. 1 2 3 4.5 6 7 8 9-10_ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10,

7. Knowledge of staff development 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ,1 2 3 4 5 67 8910
*

8. Knowledge of hoW to interpret the value
of camping.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
tIggi

9.

el

Ability to develop a comprehenSive
evaluation plan.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

14



I. The goal of this course is Hto help the participant gain an understanding

of how to establish and supervise a camp." Please describe what you

would like to learn in this area (special concerns or problems).

-8-



I .

ACA Home Study Course Vita

V/TA

nease compeete the Wtowing in0Amation:

NAME

ADDRESS

Phone.

Age

Education Name o6 Schoot Location Dates Majot

Cotteg (4)

Othet
Education

i

Exputience Vout Position/Responsibitity Locqtion Dates Comment)s

A. In Otga-
nized
Camping

,

B. With Da-
abZed Pen-
sons

-9-



Home.Study Coume - Vita (Continued)

Specia Tkaining Data .Location Sponzon

IV. Why do you want to take thi-6 coume?

V. What id you/t pteaent oceupation and yout Zong-Aange cakeet goae?

-10-



Phase II: Plan of Study for ACA Home Study Course

On pages 15 and 16, you will find a list of recommended learning activities
for this course. You are not limited to these activities in developing
your proposed plan. However, you must select or propose at least one activity
for each competency listed and describe how and when you will report it to the
instructor on the Plan of Study form attached.

Your instructor will review your plan and make any changes or additions he/she
deems necessary to approve it. Once your plan is approved by your instructor
and returned to you, you have 12 months from the date the work plan was
approved to complete all assignments and return them to your instructor. If
you cannot complete the work by the end of the 12 months, you may request a
6-months extension from your instructor.

Your Plan of Study for Phase II should be submitted to your instructor
with the itens requested for Phase I.

18



READING CHECKLIST

Please check (V) those materials which you own or could g.it access to:

Available through ACA Publications: *(code)

Ball and Ball; Basic CaMp Management, ACA, 1978 (CM 36)

Berger, Jean; Program Activities for Camp. Burgess Publishing. 1969 (PA 09)

Bloom, Joel W., and Ballentine, A. Cooper; Camper Guidance-Basic Handbook
For Counselors. 1960. American Camping Association. (LT 05)

Farley, Betsy; Perspectives on Camp Administration. 1982. American
Camping Association. (CM 05)

Ford, Dr. Phyllis M.; Your Camp and the Handicapped Child. 1966. American
Camping Association. (CM 18)

Rodney and Ford; Camp Administration, John Wiley and Sons. 1971. (CM 01)

Wilkinson, R.; Camps - Their Planning and Management, C.V. Mosby. 1981 (CM 07)

13
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NAME

ACA HOME STUDY
INDIVIDUALIZED PLAN OF STUDY

COURSE BASIC CAMP DIRECTOR EDUCATION COURSE

To be completed.prior to training
by participant and returned to
the instructor.

Below is a listing of the competencies required for this course. For each competency, please identify what you
would like to-do to gain knowledge and demonstrate your understanding of this area. This should be returned for
your instructor's approval. Your instructor will make additional suggestions on your plan of study. You then
have 12 months to complete all work. PLEASE BE SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE IN COMPLETING YOUR PLAN.

COMPETENCY STUDENT'S PROPOSED PLAN
(to be completed by Student)

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS
(To be completed by Instructor)

1. Knowledge of the characteristics and
needs of the population your camp serves.

2. Knowledge of the needs of special
populations.

.

.

3..Knowledge of the role of the director.

4. Knowledge of the field'of organized
camping philosophy goals and objectives.

5. Knowledqe.of program development.

6. Knowledge of organizational design.
,

7. Knowledge of staff development
_

8. Knowledge of how to interpret the value
of camping.

.

_

9. Ability to develop a comprehensive
,evaluation plan.

--,

21



FOR STUDENT INFORMATION ON PLAN OF STUDY FOR BASIC CAMP DIRECTOR'EDUCATION

You are not limited to these activities in developing your proposed plan. However,
you must propose at least one activity for each competency listed and describe how
you will report it to the instructor.

1. Knowledge of the characteristics and needs of the populations your
camp serves.
a. Read at least one book on human development such as Martin Bloom's

Life Span Development. Describe the developmental characteristics
of persons 6 to 65 years old.

b. Visit a school guidance counselor and ask him to describe the de-
velopmental, characteristics of persons 6 to 65 years old. Describe
the implications of various developmental stages for the camp
setting.

2. Knowledge of the needs of special populations.
a. Visit a camp serving special populations. Discuss in detail the

special needs various handicapping conditions necessitate in a
camp setting.

b. Read a book such as the REACH material for camp directors or
Thomas Shea's Camping for Special Children. Select three handi-
camps and discuss how your camp could serve these persons and
the modifications which would be needed.

-3,--Knowledgeof the role-of the director.
a. Read a chapter on the role, of the director from a recent text book

on camp administration. Discuss how your role as director compares
to the text book description.

b. Visit a former camper. Staff member, camper parent, and another
director. Describe the persception each has of the role of the
director and how these.compare to your perception.

4. Knowledge of the field of organized camping philosophy goals and objec-
tives.

a. Read a chapter on camping philosophy from a recent text on camp
adminstration. Describe your philosophy, goals, and objectives for
camp.

b. Ask three cam0s for a copy of their philosophy, goals am4 objectives.
Discuss the strengths and weaknessess of all three.

5. , Knowledge of program development.
a. Read a chapter on program development-from a recent text on camp

administration. Discuss the major points of program development.
b. Visit with two tamps or program directors to find out what type of

program their camps offer and the principles they use for program
planning. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of both camp's
program.

6. Knowledge of organizational design.
Note: Organizational design is the relationship of staff, program,
facilities etc., to the camp philosophy, goals and objectives.
a. Read a chapter on organizational patterns such as Chapter 3 in

R. Wilkinson's,Camps: Their Planning and Management. Discuss the
strengths and weaknessess of various management models for camp
such as-. specialists versus generalists, time structmred versus un-
structured, groups versus individual choice etc.

-15-
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b. Visit two camps which have different organizational petterns such
as centralized versus decentralized. Discuss the pros and cons
for various organizational patterns in relation to a camp's Phil-
osophy, goals, and objectives.

7. Knowledge of staff development.
a. Read a chapter on staff development in a current text on camp ad-

ministration. Describe tasks and principles important for good
staff development in a camp.

b. Visit two camp directors. Find out as much as possible about
staff structure, recruitment plans, and their staff support
plan (training, perSonnel policies, supervision and appraisal.)
Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of both syitems.

8. Knowledge of how to interpret the value of camping.
a. Read a chapter on public relations in a current text in.camp

administration. Describe the major principles you feel are im-
portant for interpreting the value of camping to the public, staff,
and your superiors.

b. Visit three camp directors and find out what their master plan for
P.R. to the public, staff, etc., consists of. Describe the stren-
gths and weaknessess of each plan.

9. Ability to develop a comprehensive evaluation plan.
a. Design a comprehensive evaluation plan for a camp after reading

the chapter on evaluation from a current text on camp administration.-
b. Visit a camp adminstrator who supervises more than one camp. Find

out what is involved in.his evaluation plan. Discuss the strengths
and weaknessess of his plan.

-16-
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p.

Phase III. Learning Assignments

A brief introduction/discussion has been written for you to read along with

each area you will study.

This information is to be used as "food" for thought as a starting point for

information. It is not the extent of the information you need to know from

eath area of study.

Also contained in this section are copies of the ACA Home Study Learning

Activity Report. Please attach a copy of this form to the frrit of each

assignment as listed on the Plan of Study approved by your instructor. You

may send in more than one assignment at a time.

Should you have problems with an assignment, your instructor is only a phone

call away. The instructor's name is listed on your letter of acceptance.

You have one year from the date your plan of work was approved by your

instructor to complete all work unless he/she has granted you an extension.

Good luck!

-17-
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BASIC CAMP DIRECTOR EDUCATION COURSE

LESSON ONE

COMPETENCY AREA

Knowledge of the characteristics.and needs of the population your camp

serves.

SUGGESTED READINGS

A Basic Handbook For Counselors, br. Joel W. Bloom.

Program Activities for Camps, Jean Berger. -

Perspectives or Camp Administration, p. 25-28 (see Appendix)

OBJECTIVES

1. To-be able to identify life span characteristics and needs of different

age groups a camp might serve.

2. To' be able to idertify techniques for gathering information about the

persons to be served:.

DI5CUSSION

The major concern in camp is the campers. Individuals.are too different

to neatly classify. Each has a unique personality, brought about by'his/

her own heredity and environment.

Typical characteristics ofzcampers according to developmental stage and

age arejnere generalizations. Physical and mental developments proceed

at different rates of speed in individuals. An eleven year old might have

the physique of a fourteen year old, the mentality of a nine year old,

and a social adaptability and emotional development of only eight.

Campers are usually placed in living groups according to chronological

age or school grade. Do you think this is a wise practice? Why?

It would be undesirable for the camp staff to try to eliminate camper's

individual differences. A counselor must be mature enough to understand

and accept each camper in camp. It is important to encourage each camper

to be_himself/hersell and_not to try and change them.
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Lesson 1, (cont'd)

Sources of 'information that might give you soMe knowledge of an in-

dividual camper are:

1. Registration forms'

2. Records from_previous summers

3. Health forms

4. Observation of thecamper.

Do you think it would be wise to take other staff Members opinions in

assessing a.camper?



BASIC CAMP DIRECTOR EDUCATION COURSE

LESSON TWO.

COMPETENCY AREA

Knowledge of the needs" of special populations.

SUGGESTED READINGS
0

Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford, Chapter 16.

Campin9 for Special Children, Thomas Shea

Your Camp and the Handicapped Child, Phyllis Ford

"Sensitive Network of Communication Eases Steps Into Main-

streaming," .Camping Magazine. Sept./Oct. 1980. (See Appendix)

OBJECTIVES

1. To be able to describe the characteristics and needs of. special pop-

ulations such as the handicapped.

2. To be able to explain now handicapped and "norilial" campers are similar

and dissimilar.

3. To be able to descil e advantages anA disadvantages of mainstreaming versus

special, segregated programs fdr the disabled in terms of cost,

support services needed and attitudinal barriers.

4. To be able to identify agencies and other resources available for

the camp director seeking addittonal information.

DISCUSSION

A "handicapped person is.any,person.afflicted with a physical-,.

neurological', or emotional defect:"

Many handicapped persons can make an acceptable social adjustment with,

'Other people "normal" or handicapped. In an organized camp', it is not

always the physical barrters that eliminate the "special person.'

-21-
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Camp administrators play an important role in providing specialized

programs and in mainstreaming the handicapped into a regular prograi;i.

Directors must learri' about the physical and mental limitations of the

special person or persons in camp and provide for their health and

safety as they do for all campers. The director and staff must have

a positive attitude of the benefits of camping for all people.

As a camp director, would you consider accepting handicapped campers?

Would you hire a handicapped counselor? Where would you go for

assistance in establishing a special program or mainstreaming the

handicapped into your regular camp program? What are the advantages

and disadvantages of a special program versus mainstreaming?



LESSON THREE

.COMPETENCY AREA.

Knowledge of the role of the director

SUGGESTED READINGS

Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chap. 1 and 17

Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford. Chap. 2

Camps Their Planning and Management:Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 2

"Camper Parents Rank Director Qualifications," Camping Magazine, June 1981

0 JE VES

(Appendix)

1. be able to explain the responsibilities of the camp director and

the perception of that role by staff, campers,.parents and the

commurity.

2. To be able to assess personal strengths and potential areas of

weakness as a camp director.

DISCUSSION

The role of the. camp director is varied and demanding. The camp director'

is basically responsible for the welfare of each camper and Staff member,

the camp program, the food service and the camp facilities. The

'director must have strong administrativ,e and leadership Skills%

Depending. on the size of.the camp andAhe.organfzatTonal structure, the

director needs to delegate authority. It is important then that the camp

director hires the camp staff and feels Confident in their abilities in

prescribed jobs.

The director must always consider the health and safety of the campers while

providing them with a program of challenge and adventure.

9
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As a camp director, do you feel you 'have the respect of your staff?

Do you respect all of the staff? Are you friendly, courteous, approach-

able, do you accept suggestions, or are you remote, austere, reserved,

dictatorial?- How do campers, parents, and the community view the role

of director?

As a camp director, what would you describe as your-greatest strengths

and potential areas of weakness?

-24-
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LESSON FOUR

COMPETENC1 AREA

Knowledge of the field of organized campin , philosophy, goals and

objectives

SUGGESTED READING

Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chap. 2

'Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford. Chap. 1

Camps, Their Planning'and Management, Robert Wilkinson

"Camps Can Set New Life Style," Camping Magazine, Jan. 1974 (ApPendix)

OBJECTIVES

-1. To be able to state and defend your philosophy of organized camping.

2. To be able to write the goals and objectives for an organized camp.

DISCUSSION

There are several different viewpoints as to why people should parti-

cipate in an organized camp experience. These viewpoints represent

different philosophies of camping. If we were to look at the history

of organized camping, we would see

- philosophical themes, which are still present in philosophies of

modern day camps. Since some early pioneers in organized camps

,were educators, many camps emphasized philosophies which focused

on camping as a valuable educational experience. Another.group

qf pioneers in:or,ganized camping were physicians. The philosophy

Of their camps.focused on camp as a health building activgy.

Religious leaders founding early camps had as their:philosophical

theme that camp was of value as spiritual enrichment. Later

pioneers coming from the fields of social service"and recreation

emphasized the value of camping for the opportunity to develop

better citizenship, self confidenCe, and as a "fun thing" to do.

-25-
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The important task in a camp for each director is to be able to

develop, interpret and defend a philosophy for his/her camp; break

the philosophy down into goals and objectives; and operationalize

the philosophy throughout all systems of the camp operations.

To do this, it is necessary for you to have an understanding of

the terms, missions, goals, objectives, methods, and support system.

- A mission or purpose statement is a broad philosophical statement

which gives-direction at a very alturistic (idealistic) level

to your entire operation. For example, "To Make Better.Camping

For All" could be considered the mission of ACA.

- Goals are broad, timeless, value statements related to people and

community. For example, "To improve the professional practices of

practicing camp directors" could be a goal of the mission listed

above.

- Objectives are realistic, desired measurable accomplishments which

grow out of goals. "Camp directors will be able to describe the

importance of a sound philosophy, goals, and objectives in planning

and operationizing a camp program" is a specific objective of this

home study unit.

- Methods are the who, wha't, when and where of operationalizing

$

objecti ves .

- Support systems are all structures which have a Airect or Andirect

impact on carrying out the camp programs and operations. These

include: organizational structures, staff, facilities, and camp

procedures.

-26-
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A camp may develop its philosophy by:

1. A review of reasons why people want to come to camp or of why

parents send them.

2. A knowledge _of the assets and limitations of the campsite and the

sponsor.

3. The possibilities and limitations of the camp leadership.

4. Understanding the specific purpose for which the camp is operated.

. 5. Current societal issues or problems and,,.trends.

It takes all sorts of ingredients to make a good camp. Chief among the

ingredients is a fundamentally sound camping philosophy.

A camping philosdphy develops with one's experience in camping, experience

with campers, experience in life and living. Good camping philosophy requires'

an appreciation, not only of what your camp can offer, but the philosophies

of other camps.

How has your camping experiences influenced your philosophy of organized

camping? Describe the philosophy, goals, and objectives you want for your

camp? How does your philosophy compare with other camps?

3 3
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0
LESSON FIVE

.

COMPETENCY AREA

Knowledge of program development

SUGGESTED READINGS

Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chao. 3

Camps, Their Planning and Management, Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 6

Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford. Chap. 9

Program Activities for Camp, Jean Berger

"Programming Your Camp," Camping Magazine. Feb. 1981 (Appendix)

OBJECTIVES

1. To.be able to identify the difference *tween a good camp program

and poor camp program.

2. To be able to 'identify the steps in program development and design

a program supportive of the camp's goals and objectives.

DISCUSSION

Girls and boys look upon camping as fun and approach their camp experi-

ences with a readiness that opens the door to learning.

PTogram in camp is everything that happens to the campers while they are

there: It includes the whole experience of living in an outdoor

environment, the adjustment to each other and to group living, the work

they do, 'the attitudes they develop and the skills they learn.

The basic principles of good program are similar for all camps, yet

each camp program should be different. Do you agree?

Some characteristics of a go0d program wRich-have been identified by

practitioners follow:

16, 28- 34



The program should --

1. fit the campers and not the campers conforming to the program

2. be flexible

3. allow time for adequate rest and leisure

4. bring out the best in each individual camper

5. foster social adjustment and amicable group living

6. offer camper the opportunity for development of a new skill
-

or improvement in one already acquired

7. offer campers tte opportunity to share in planning the camp

program

8. develop the campers initiative, self-confidence, and resource-

fulness.

9. offer adventure and chalTenge

Can you think of other characteristics that would distinguish a good

program? How does the campsite influence the program? Should all

natural facilities of the site be used?
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LESSON SIX

COMPETENCY AREA

Knowledge of organizational design

SUGGESTED READINGS

Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chap. 4

Camp Administration, Rodney and.Ford. Chap. 2 and 3

Camps, Their Planning and Management, Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 3

OBJECTIVES

1. be able to design an organizational support system for a camp

consistent with the camp's philosophy, goals, and objectives.

2. lb be able to recognize the lines of communication in an organized

camp.

DISCUSSION

The organization of a camp will vary from one camp to another. However, ,

any organization plan must be compatible to situations as they exist and

supportive to the overall camp goals and objectives.

Some camps utilize a system of specialists. Staff are trained and have

responsibilities only in-one particular area. Other camps utilize

generalists. The camps with a generalist approach trains every staff

member to handle practically every job or program at camp. When you

compare organizational design of var'bus camps, you will recognize that

a number of dicotomies exist from camp.to camp. :In additioncto the,,

generalist specialist dicotomY, you should notice some of the other.areas

in which organizational design differs,; such as,: ,

- structured schedule versus unstructured

- small group versus large group

- specialized program versus general program

- leader planned versus camper planned activity

- centralized versus decentralized site

-30-
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Can you think of some other areas in which camp organizational designs

differ? Which side of these dicotomies would be the most supportive of

your camp's goals and objectives? For example, if your camp goal was to

increase campers' skills in interpersonal relations and develop

citizenship, would you:

1. Use a generalist staff or specialists?

2. Should activities be presented in small or large groups?

3. Should activities be leader or camper planned?

Unfortunately, too many camp directors don't take the time to ask what

their organizational design is doing to support their camp goals and

objectives. Is your support system supportive of the camp community, or

is it something staff and campers have to work around in getting program

accomplished?

In addition to having a supportive organizational design, it is important

_to facilitate camp communication. Communication is important to help

each person holding a position to get the job done. It is also important

as feedback from campers and staff as an indicator of whether the system

is working.

Some methods and devices used to facilitate communication are --
v

1. to have effective, clear lines of communicatiOn whi,ch are known ,

to ail

2 voluntary cooperative efforts of the staff

. face-to-face contact with st6ff members or campers when

adjustments'are needed

4. use of committees and camper councils

3"
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5 staff meetings

6. all camp meetings

7. camp newsletter or PA system

8. suggestion box

9. teach staff to be good listeners

Can you think of other ways to fabilitate good communication in camp?

38
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LESSON SEVEN

COMPETENCY AREA

Knowledge of staff development

SUGGESTED READINGS

, Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chap. 4

Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford, Chap. 4

Camps, Their Planning and Management, Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 4

"Staff Training" and "Staff Development," Camping Magazine. April 1981 (Appendix)

OBJECTIVES

1. To be able to develop a comprehensive staffing plan

2. To be able to determine staffing needs and Aevelop a recruitment

procedure

3. To be able to prepare a staff orientation (training) and plan for

staff supervision, including growth and development on the job.

i

D SCUSSION

Determining staffing needs and recruiting staff. The staff manual is

an important facet of a camp staffing plan. ACA Standards provide

guidelines for ratio of staff, their qualifications and süggestions for

job descriptions.

Staffing needs should be determined on the basis of:

Camp goals and objectives

Size, age and needs of camper'population,

SPecial program requirements

Camp budget

Can you think of any others?

Once the director has determilied the camp's staffing needs, job

descriptions need to be wr4tten and a recruitment plan developed.

3J
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Job descriptions should include: position title, general function of

the job, job responsibilities, experience or know-how required, dates

of employment, and who supervises the position. Many ACA'Sections

annually work-with local area colleges and universities to establish a

camp job interview day during winter months. Some camps, however,

prefer to recruit staff through direct job announcments to former staff,

camp alumni, and specific college or vocational-school dePartments.

ACA publications,department carries manyMelpful flyers and brbchures

useful,for camp staff recruitment.

A second major consideration in developing a comprehensive staffing plan

is the development of staff orientation (pre-camp training) and a plan

for job supervision and professional development during the season.

Camp staff orientation and training begiMS as soon as the staff is

hired and continues throughout the summer. Training may consist of

formal courses, interviews, correspondence and printed materials

(example: staff manual) as well as workshops and meeting.

Camp orientation and pre-camp training should include:

1. Employment policies and camp practices

2. Letter of employment or contract with job description

3. Camp history, philosophy, goals and objectives

4. How camp s organized and limes of communication

5. Program, .facility,, and safety (first aid, emergencies,

. Sanitation)

6. 1:1rientation to site, facilities and equipment procedures and

other staff, especially those in the assigned area
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7. Any special training to prepare staff'for the particular joh

(example: first aid course, training of camper needs, staff

team building, etc.)

8. System that will be used for camp evaluation

Can you think,of any other areas to be covered? A final element of

the staff development plan includes opportunities for inservice growth

.and development and the plan for staff supervisidn.

A good supervisory and inservice training plan not only helps the camp

director know what's going on but should give staff the feeling that

the cam0 is supportive in trying to help them do a better lob and grow

professionally. TechniqueS for supervision include periodic staff

meetings, a visit to the staff work site, mid-season performance review,

staff work reports, and opportunity for discussion with supervisor on

an open-door basis.

_What techniques would you use to facilitiate good supervision of camp

staff? What kind of opportunities and topics would you.want to offer

to foster professional and personal growth of your staff during the

camp season? ,

11
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EIGHT

COMPETENCY AREA

Xnowledge of how to interpret Uri value of camping.

SUGGESTED READINGS

Basic Camp Management, Armand Ball. Chap. 5
Camp Administration, Rodney and Ford. Chap. 14
Camps, Their Planning and Management, Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 10
"Promotional Aspect of Camp Marketing," Camping Magazine (Appendix)

OBJECTIVES

1. To be able to identify the value of a good public relations program for

an organized camp. ,/

2. To be able to interpret camp's value, to parents, campers, staff and

the non-camp community.

DISCUSSION

It is important to interpret the value of the camping movement to the

general public because often their perception may be based On a stero-

type image of camping and not what your camp actually :is trying to

accomplish. The role of the organized camp mUst be brought before the

public in a planned effort to influente pOsitive thinking toward the

movement and your camp in.particular.

Public relations is a means for directtng opinions of the general public

to interpret the value of camping.

Perceptions which camp administrations are concerned with first should

be those of the campers and second the parents. Other groups which

need to understand the value of organized camping are the other members

of the immediate camp community (staff, board members, etc.) and the non-

camp community in which the camp is located and depends for outside

support services.
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The director needs to interpret the unique social-educational values of

organized camps and his camp in particular. Benefits often promoted as

values of a camping program have included positive Citizenship,

education, health, fun, self confidence to name a few.

What are the benefits/values of your camp program? How can you interpret

camp's value to parents, staff, campers, and the general public?
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LESSON NINE

COMPETENCY AREA

Ability to develop a comprehensive evaluation plan

SUGGESTED READINGS

Basic Camp Management, Armand B. Ball, Chap: 14

Camps, Their Planning and Management, Robert E. Wilkinson, Chap. 11

"Research/Evaluation of Your Camp Program," Camping Magazine. March 1981

(Appendix)
OBJECTIVES

1. To be able to develop S comprehensive evaluation plan for a camp.

2. To be able to identify other staff members' responsibility in

evaluation.

DISCUSSION

An evaluation scale presupposes certain standards and practices against

which actual conditions and performance may be measured. Evaluation must

be checked, too, against objectives and philosophy. Evaluation also

plays a role in camp as a record of problems and successes during the

week and season.

Who does the evaluating? Is it only the camp director?

What should be evaluated: program, staff performance, camper achievement,

discrepencies, or facilities? A rating scale or narrative qu2stions

can be devised for use by groups, such as staff members, campers, parents,

or caMp committees in evaluating the various aspects of a camp.

Some factors in camp evaluation:

1. Personality Factors -- first impressions of camp, the appearance

of camp, the attitude of the campers.

2. Human Relationships - camper/counselor relationship, cOunselor/

director relationship, director/staff relationship.
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3. Leadersh:p and Training - number of counselors, qualifications

and training.

4. .Health and Safetv - health supervisio. , natural hazards,

sanitation, waterfront safetv, bod Preparation.

5. Program - the program and the campers, the program and the site.

6. Site and Equipment -- adequate campsite, Proper equipment.

7. Business Management - business Practices, finance, records.

Camp evaluation 'can be written or verbal and formal or informal.

The svstem for evaluation should reflect the needs of the camp for

information to facilitate growth of the staff, campers, and staff in

subsequent years.

What are some other reasons for camp evaluations? Should campers'

Parents be involved in evaluating the camp? What would your plan look

like for a comprehensive evaluation of your camp?..
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ACA Home Study Learning Activity Report

ThZs kepoAt coveA zheet ishoutd b.e attached to the piont o6 each i,ndividuat
.azzignment. (See the Ptan o6 Wokk appkoved by yout in4tAuctok.) Retutn th-bs

6oAm to 'yowl, a64i9ned in,stiLuctoft.

NAME COURSE

STREET Han o6 Vokk Azisignment (Lizt ptanned
activity piom Ptan, oft. identi6y Com-

CITY petency A/Lea numbek)

STATE, ZIP

Date Submitted In,stAuctok'z Name

INSTRUCTOR'S COMMENTS ON THIS ASSIGNMENT:

InztAucton'6 Signatuke Date

STUDENT'S COMMENTS ON, OR QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT: (Quationz you may have
a6 you zubmi.t th,bs, on 6mthek quationz you may wizh to kezubmit a6tet keceiving
the inztAuctm.',s commentz.)
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Phase IV: EValuation

Once you have completed all assignments and your instructor has

notified you of your satisfactory completion of all course work,

please fill out the attached evaluation form on the course and

instructor. This should be returned in the envelope provided to

the National ACA Office.

The National ACA Office will then send you a certificate of course

completion once they receive the instructor's report and your evaluation.

Congratulations -- you have finished the course:

4 '1
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F04 Student to Comptete Retutn ditectty to ACA Nationat 066ice

,

-NAME

ACA Home Study Course and Instructor Evaluation Form

ADDRESS

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

Ptease hetp U6 imptove the Home Study 4y4tem by evatuating the Ottowing:

I. To What extent wa's the cout4e.action otiented? Could you appty what you have
teaimed ptom thi/s couue?

How con6ident do yoU ket in yout ability to imptement the in6okmation ptezented
in a camp 4etting?

3. To what extent wete yout own educationat need4 met by thi4 cout4e?

Minimum Extent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Maximum Extent

4. Pteaze tate the 6oltowing U4e the 6ottowing 4cale o6 - Pook and
10 - Excettent.

Pock Excettent

a. Appoptiatene44 o6 0/mat to cout4e goaU 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b.

c.

Ovetait otganization o6 the couAze

Length o6 coutze in tetms o6 coveting

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

d.

the 4ubject

Ctatity o6 insttuction4 ptom ACA and

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

yout inSttuctot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

e. Ptan o6 Wotk devetoped with insttuctot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Citcuit time 6ot in6onmation 4ent to you&
inAttuctot (amount o6 time between when
you 4ent in an az4ignment and it4 tetutn
to you) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

g Guidance pkovided by yoult in4tAuctot 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

h. Ptepatednes4 o6 yout insttuctot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Abitity o6 yout in/stAuctot to ctaAi6y
ptobtems 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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5. Vid th4.4 couue meetuith youA expectation4? Why on, why not?

6. What weite the majok _stAengthz o. th4.4 coaue?

7. What ,suggestionis do you have eot imptoving th4.4 .couue?

8. Waite the. Aead,Lng4 apptoptiate and adequate OA the couue? I not, why?

9. Wowed you Aecommend youA in/StAuctolt conduct anothek home 4tudy couue? Why
OA Why not?

10. Vid youk inztAuctot make 4u6liicient comments on 'youA as4ignment6?

11. Sa6ed on yout expeAience, woad you Aecommend ACA Home Study to a etiend?

12. Any othet comments:

THANKS!
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LESSON ONE APPENDIX

Developmental Characteristics of 5-7 Year Olds

FROM PERSPECTIVES ON CAMP ADMINISTRATION - pp. 26-28

Physical Growth and Development Behavior Characteristics Special Considerations

Period of slow growth. Attention span short, but increasing. Active, boisterous games with un-
Body lengthens, hands and feet groW

larger.
Activity level high.
Learning to relate to persons outside

restrained jumping and running
are good.

Good general (large) motor control,
small muscles and eye-hand coor-

family.
Learning concepts of right and

Climbing and use of balance boards
good.

dination not as developed but im- wrong. Rhythmic activities, songs and dra-
proves about 7. Becoming aware of sexual differ- matics good.

Permanent teeth appearing. ences.
Developing modesty.

Limit activities to 15-30 minutes,
since attention span i., still short.

Becoming self-dependent and given Training in group cooperation, shar-
time, can do things for themselves. ing, and good work habits im-

Inconsistent levels of maturity, can 'portant.
be eager, self-assertive, aggressive,
and competitive.

Need concrete learning and active
participation.

Freedom to do things for self, to use
and develop own abilities.

Developmental Characteristics of 8-10 Year Olds

Physics' Growth and Development Behavior Characteristics Special Considerations

.

Growth slow and steady. Stable traits are agressiveness in males Need praise and encouragement.
Girl's growth spurt occurs about two and dependency in females. Exercise of both large and small

years ahead of boy's Age group is usually energetic, quick, muscles, by using whole body ac-
Slow. maturing boys at a disadvan- eager and enthusiastic. tivities, team sports, arts and

tage because of stress on physical Often restless and fidgety, need action crafts, dramatics.
ability. continijously. Want a best friend, and membership

Before the growth spurt, boys and Eager for large muscle activity, or- in a group.
girls are of equal strength, after- ganized team games. Need definite responsibility and
ward boys are stronger and often Noisy, argumentative, yet highly training without pressure.
develop athletic skills and prow- imaginative and affectionate. Need a reasonable explanation and
ess. Self-conscious and afraid to fail, guidance to channel interests and

Large muscles still developing, but sensitive to criticism. answer questions.
control over small muscles is in- Interest fluctuates, time span (inte-
creasing. rest) short.

Manipulative skills and eye-hand Group-conscious, the age of clubs
coordination increasing, and the "gang" element.

Boys still tend to play with boys,
girls with girls. Boys and girls be-
coming rivals and beginning steps
toward heterosexual relationships
evident.

,
.

Beginning tO learn about moral judg-
ments and learning to apply princi-
ples to determine right and wrong.

Tremendous interest and curiosity
about everything around them.

Beginning to achieve independence
outside family and learn to relate

.

to adults. .

-47-
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Developmental Characteristics of 11-13 Year Olds

Physical Growth and Development Behavioral Characteristics SpecialConsiderations

. .

A "resting period" followed by a Wide range of individual difference Greater interest in outdoor activities.
period of rapid growth in height in maturity level. Competition keen. Willingness to
and weight. This usually starts Gangs (groups) continue, although submerge self for benefit of group
between 9 and 13 although boys boys tend to be more loyal to the (team).
may mature as much as 2 years group than girls. Organized games needed. Boys and
later than girls. Time of awkwardness and restless- girls begin to differentiate play

At these ages, girls are usually taller ness. preferences, thus making co-
and heavier than boys. Teasing and antagonism exist be- recreation difficult. .

Reproductive organs maturing. tween boys and girls. Skill is essential for successful group
Secondary sex characteristics de- Opinions of group become more participation. Students willing to
veloping, important than those of adults. practice skills, but need guidance.

' . pid muscular growth. Tend to be overcritical, rebellious, Boys greatly interested in team
Dger of over-fatigue. Girls are be- changeable, uncooperative. (group) sports.

cdrning gradually less active. Self-conscious about physical Discipline can be problem because of\ changes. "spirit" of group.
Interested in making money. Good age for camp because of
Imaginative and emotional with

hero-worship evident.
general enthusiasm.

Asserting independence from adults,
although time of strengthening
affectionate relationships yith
specific adults.

\

Developmental Characteristics of 14-16 Year Olds

Physical Growth and Development Behavior Characteristics Special Considerations

Sexual maturity, .with accompanying
physical and emotional changes.

Skeletal growth completed, adult
height reached (9507o), muscular
coordination improved.

Girls achieve puberty at 13, boys at
15 (on average).

Variance great because some com-
plete adolescent development be-
fore others start. Girls are generally
about 2 years ahead of boys.

Skin difficulties and complexion
problems evident. Can require
medical care and be a cause of real
emotional concern.

Between 12 and 15, shift from em-
phasis on same sex to opposite sex.
Girls develop interest in boys earlier

'than boys in girls.
Concern about physical appearance.
Social activity increases, preoccupa-

tion with acceptance of group.
Increased learning and acceptance

of sex role.
Time of adjustment to maturing

body.
Achieving independence from family

a major concern, yet may have
strong identification with
admired adult.

Searching for self and self-identity.
Beginning of occupational choice.
First love experiences and going
I steady occur.

Going to extremes, "know-it-all"
attitude may be evident.

Acceptance by and conformity with
others of own age important.

Need unobtrusive adult guidance
which is not threatening.

Need opportunities to make
decisions.

Provision for constructive recreation.
Assurance of security, being accepted

by peer group.
Understanding of sexual relationships

and attituOes.
Opportunity to make money.
Boys leisure activities tend to still

center on "sports," but girls gen-
erally spend more time "going
places with friends," talking on
telephone and other indoor activi-
ties.

PERSPECTIVES ON ADMINISTRATION/27
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Developmental Characteristics of Older Campers

Ok ler Adokscents and Young Adults Adults Older Adults and Senior Citizens
I

Becoming independent and making Achieving satisfaction in one's voca- Building a new rdationship with
it on their own. tion. grown children.

Developing skills, knowledge, and Assuming social and civic responsi- Learning to relate again to one's
competencies to earn a living and bilities. spouse.
achieve success in adult life. Developing skills that are family- Adjusting to declining energy and

Continuing to learn about self. centered. physical changes of aging.
Idealistic view of adult life. Becoming parents and raising chil- Coming to terms with one's life goals
Interests narrow and "specialization" dren to become. responsible and and aspirations.

in one or two areas emerge. well-adjusted. . Developing leisure activities.
Acquiring skills, attitudes and under- Learning to relate to parents and Adjusting (if necessary) to reduced

standing of person of opposite sex. older adults. incomes.
Choosing a mate. Testing and refining values. Adjusting to changing roles, interests
Formulating values and developing a Learning to cope with anxiety and and capabilities.

philosophy of life. frustration. Accepting the reality of death.
Choosing and entering a vocation.

.

Psychosocial Needs of the Individual

To help you to better understand the campers (and perhaps
yourself) the following material is made available. All human
beings have the same following fundamental needs:

I . The need for Recognition including social approval, pres-
tige, status and commendation, which causes the child to
avoid situations which result in ridicule, scorn, or dis-
approval.

2. The need for Affection including appreciation, under-
standing, intimacy, and support which causes avoidance
of situations where there is a lack of love and appreciation,

3. The need for Power including achievement, success, and
mastery which results in the avoidance of situations in-
volving frustration and a sense of failure.

2.8/PERSPECTIVES ON ADMI.NISTRATION

4. The need for New Experience including novelty, adven-
ture, excitement, thrill and change, which causes avoid-
ance of situtions of dullness, monotony, and boredom.

5. The need for Security including protection, confidence,
and optimism, which bring about avoidance of situations
of fear, apprehension, danger, insecurity, and pessimism.

Recognizing that these are funamental psycho/social
needs may help you to interpret more correctly the behavior
of individuals. Certain individuals will actively attempt to
satisfy these needs even at the expense of other persons. The
better integrated and socially conscious person will attempt
to fatiO'y these needs, but will recognize the rights and needs
of others as well. The timid and less aggressive personalio;
may consciously move in the opposite direction because of a
feeling of inadequacy or lack of security.

5 2
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In 1976, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped pub-
lished a booklet entitled "Involving Impaired, Disabled, and
Handicapped Persons." The report noted that impaired, dis-
abled, and handicapped are often used synonymously and
interchangeably. A term preferred by most individuals with
handicapped conditions is inconvenienced, according to the
publication. Most persons with handicaps regard themselves as
having to live with the inconvenience.

ITABBLE
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Sensitive network
of communication
eases steps into
mainstreaming

A mother showed her concern about a proposed "main-
streaming" camping experience for her mildly retarded
daughter when she wrote:

"She is a slowpoke. She will ntrt enjoy any teasing from
other campers or any unkind remarks about her slowness."

"But treat her normal," the mother said in disclosing
that her daughter was afflicted by Down's syndrome. She
cautioned also that the child has a fear of heights.

In another instance, the parents of a 16-year-old boy
who suffered from fused elbow joints wondered how other
campers would react to their son's poor coordination. He
,could swim and play soccer, they said, but he wOuld not be
good at crafts.

"She is afraid of shots, afraid of the dark, and afraid of
fire," a parent said of a young girl. "Sometimes she has
trouble getting to know other kids. She becomes withdrawd
before she has a tantrum. She seems to have difficulty per-
ceiving social situations correctly."

The parent advised.patience. "Talk it through. See if she
can correct it."
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How do camps that want to embark
on "mainstreaming" fOr the first time
restiond to these kinds of concerns
(and challenges) from parents who want
to provide their children with an
integrated.camping experience for the
first time?

What about others who are affected
by the decision to "mainstream"staff
who hdve not worked with disabled
campers and are reluctant to do so;
other campers; the immediate and long-
range impact on the total campihg pro-
giam?

The Catholic Youth Organization
(CYO) of the Archdiocese of Seattle
(WA) responded to the critical tests
with a sensitive communications net-
work that tied together the camping pro-
gram, camp staff, and parents for a
"common purpose. Eyaluations of the
iirst year indicate it was done with
favorable results.

The Seattle CYO operates camps Don
Bosco, Cabrini, Gallagher., and Nana-
makee in the state of Washington. And
while its principal constituencies are
within the Catholic population of the
dioces,...,'the camps have traditionally
accepted children without regard to
religious affiliation. The CYO felt a
community.need to move into main-

I.

streaming. The statement of
philosophy was broadened to include

'this phrase: "to foster the development
of Christian faith for the total com-
munity of the Archdiocese of Seattle
through a year-round outdoor ministries
program." The words "otal communi-
ty" would indicate th.., disabled young-
sters would be encouraged to attend the
CYO camps.

Mainstreaming defined

The term "mainstreaming" has taken
on increased significance in recent years.
Parents of handicapped children have
sought educational opportunities in the
same classrooms with the non-
handicapped. This has not been
without controversy. Opponents have
raised questions as to the ability of the
handicapped to keep up with other
children, or whether teachers will have
to spend ari inordinate amount of time
with some children at the expense of
.others.

Historically, many camps have
absorbed children with disabilities into
their populations, although the term
n. ,nstreaming has not been widely
used to describe the practice.

Mainstreaming, the BOE said, refers
to the concept of providing appropriate
educational services to inconvenienced
children, regardless of their level of
involvement, in settings as near as tradi-
tional as possible.

This broadly parallels the CYO defini-
tion of mainstreaming offered by Ms.
Jani Brokaw, director of camping for
the Seattle CYO, who said, "Main-
streaming is taking campers with dis-
abilities and integrating them into the
regular camp program. A child with a
disability is-housed with seven other
children and a counselor."

Important to the central idea was an
emPhasis on their abilitiesnot dis-
abilities, Ms/Brokaw said.

"If a camper has strength in crafts, a
strength in swimming, or some other
area, we emphasize the strength and
minimize the disability."

In examining the diocese camping pro-
gram over the past year, the CYO con-
cluded that youngsters with disabilities
should be encouraged to attend the
regular camping session as part of the
outchitn-nalnistries program. Within its
own administration and with the aid of
consultants, the CYO easily answered
the question, "Why." Much more
difficult was the second questionwhat
does the CYO have to do to accomplish
this mission well.

Although the CYO had offered an
integrated program for the hearing im-
paired ahd deaf children for iiiany years,
previous experience in mainstreaming
was limited primarily to a totally segre-
gated program that served severely
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handicapped from Ranier school. Lack
of funds in the Ranier budget brought
an end to this program.

Facilities important

"We knew right away that none. of
our facilities were adequate for camPers
confined to wheelchairs," MS. Brokaw
said. "One of the biggest mistakes a
camp can make is to accept children
with disabilities that cannot be dealt
with correctly. In the end, the camping
experience might not be a good one."

Don Bosco, in fact, was an old gov-
ernment site. Buildings resembled old
military barracks. There are stepsno
ramps. And narrow door openings could
scarcely accommodate wheelchairx.

The CYO sought professional assist-
ance from Harrison/Hempe/McCall, a
consulting firm in Ames, Iowa, and the
Washington Easter Seal Society. Eventu-
ally, Bosco and Cabrini will be modi-
fied for wheek'lhairs, if the consulting
firm's site plan is followed.

"We looked for youngsters who were
mobilekids with strong self-help
skills, and kids' thaf could.relate to other
people," Ms-. Brokaw said.

When parents indicated they thought
their children had these qualities, a
more thorough screening was under-
taken through a camper profile sheet.
Herein another important part of the
communications process took form;
there was a frank disclosure of the
child's difficulty and the opportunity
for the camp staff to learn firsthand
how to deal with it.

The profile sheet was the.basis for
the first contact between the camp
director, or counSelor, or camp nurse
and-the parents. A telephone call was
made to each parent once the youngster
had been accepted for camp. The pur-
pose was to foster a climate of under-
standing that words on paper could not
hope to achieve. It was in this personal'
communications link that efforts were
made to alleviate sOme of the normal
apprehensions a parent might experi-
ence in dealing with someone for the
first time.

"They are probably the most sincere
parents I haveever talked with on the
phone," Ms. Brokaw said. "They
want to make sure the facilities are
good; .and they want to make sure the
staff is able to deal with the problem.
They 'vant to visit'the site. They want
to make sure the child sees tile site
before he. session: They want to make
sure they have the opportunity to talk
with the director or counselor in ad-
vance of the session. And they want to
make sure the experience ill an inte-
grated situation is a positive one in
every way. Other paren&do not

(continued on next page)
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normally take these precat tions or the part of the communications 'network .

time," when he eventually faces his cabinmates
The move to mainstrean ng was not with his disability.

without some subtle resistance. While Thecounselor does not participate in
no one said, "Don't mainstream," it this face-to-face meeting-unless it is
was not uncommon to hear, "I hope necessary..
you know what you are doing." "Most of the timeother kids will

Some staff also questionedthe wis-
dom of the decision. They visualized a
situation where a large part of their
energies would be spent ministering to
the handicapped in facilities not
equipped for them.

In part, this communicatii ns barrier
was dissolved by having Professional
staff attend a four-day workshop
offered by the Evergreen,Section of the
American Camping Association. The
principal speaker was Pat Dunham

6

Ellis, consultant with Harrison/Hempe/
McCall. remainder of the t-W'sessJons. There

Moreover, in employing new camp diditot,seem to be any pir-bblem of
staff. the CYO looked for persons with attracting,campers for the mainstream-
previous camp experience in wOrking intOxperienee.
with the handicapped. Eventually, brochure publighed on CYO
some 30 to 40 percent of the staff could <;A:amps noted, "Mentally and physically
say they had some experience before (-handicapped campers are placed each
CY() employment. session. In order to make the

The youngster takes On an important experience an enjoyable one, special

find out on Their own what the disability
is," accOrding to Ms. Brokaw. "Kids ,

are curiou5 enough to ask,How come
you taik hke that or how come you
walk like that?"'

The camper has faced this query
before. And by now, hOias the answer.
If this does not work, Ihe counselor
,may be called upon to smooth out the
transition.

While'no handicapped atiended,,the
first sessions of the summer, six to
eight youngsters were registered for the

12/CAMPING MAGAZINE BEST tOPY AVAILAB11
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arrangements mirst be made prior to
placement."..A story in the Nonheasto
Progress, a diocese newspaper, also
pointed,up mainstreaming. Some eight
to ten calk wherei-eceived each week
from parents of the handic2pp0.
-The CYO was prepared to provide

smile scholarships, ranging from $10 to
$90 toward the full one-week tuition of
$100. Most of the schOlarships were for
children.from modest income families
or where there were eXtenuating circum-
stances, such as the previous loss of a
parent.

Youngsters could register-for any
part of the CYO program, including a
horse camp. In all they could partici-
pate in.swimming, rowing, hiking, back
packing, canoeing, overnights,
cookouts, nature awareness, crafts,

,..-and archery.
"The program wOrked for us," Ms,. ,

Brokaw said, "In fact, the campers with
disabilities probably came to camp
better prepared than other campers
because their parents were concerned
and honest. We knew what to do in par-
ticular instances." BY STAFF WRITER-L1
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Camper parents rank director qualifications

`this is the second article in a series of reports
lo? the work of,Prdject VRETCH.

r'
--' by Sue Stein

Coordinator of Director Education

During the summer of 1980, ACA
conducted a survey of consumers
(parents of both.campers and prospec-
tive campers) to determine what they
look for in terms of the qualifications
and training possessed by the director
of a camp.

Four groups were studied: Parents
of youths who had already attended
resident camps, parents of those who
had not yet attended a resident camp,
parents of handicapped children, and
parents of nonhandicapped children.

As part of the survey, parents were
aslced to indicate the degree of impor-
tance for camp director training in
each of 14 areas. For parents of the dis-
abled, trainingin the handicapped was
ithe first priority. For parents of non-
handicapped children, training in health
and safety ranked first. The second
through fifth priorities of the two groups
for camp director education were:

Parents of handicapped

2. Qualifications for staff
3. Design of the program
4. Health and safety
5. Recruiting, training, and supervising

staff

Parents of nonhandicapped

2. Recruiting, training, and supervising
staff

3. Handicapped
4. Design of the program
5. Camper growth and development

The respondents were then asked to
list what they would like to ask camp
directors before selecting a camp for
their children. The first questions
asked by the -parents of a handicapped
child would be:

1. What experience has the director had
in working with the handicapped?

2. What practical camp experience has
the director had?

3. What training has the director
received in school?

.4. Why did the director choose this
work?

5. What medical facilities are available?

Parents of nonhandicapped campers
most frequently wished to ask the fol-
lowing questions:

1. What experience has the director had
in working with children?

2. Why did he/she choose this work?
3. What medical services are available?
4. What training has the director had?
5. What is the staff/camper ratio?

In Part II of the survey, respondents
were asked to rank the importance of
certain camp director qualifications on
a 1 (low) to 10 (high) scale. Both sets of
parents rated previous experience as a
camp director extremely high. Of the
ten items listed, every item had a score
of more than five points. For parents
of the handicapped, the ten most
important qualifications, in descending
order, were:

1. Course work in the handicapped
2. Previous experience as a camp

director
3. Camp director training
4. At least 21 years old
5. Parent meets director
6. At least 25 years old
7. Certification as a camp director

_ 8. Course work on camping_
9. Ability to mainstream campers

10. College degree
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LESSON #3

Camps can set new life style
By Kenneth B. Webb

Perhaps camps don't want to;
and 'everybody ha his own idea
of what the new life-style is till
abbut, anyway. But decreasiL ng
enrollment and declining carm.er
ages in many of our camps.sag-
gest that the traditional approath
to camping is less than success-
ful now. Therefore, it may not
be amiss to reassess our service
to youth to see if it speaks to the
times:

What are the times? They are
confused, with indications and
counter, indications, but ad1/41,ng
up to .a rebellious, sophisticated,
sometimes cynical; but still
basically idealistic youth.
Bes4.1es this underlying idealism,
.there are a couple of youthful

qualities which complicate the
job: impatience and a reckless
propensity to pour out the baby
with the bathwater. This latter
trend leads to a pretty general
disregard for the wisdom of age
and experience. Kids will no
longer buy the old bit about how
father knows best. But as a re-
sult of _this filial irreverence,
youngsters are prone to forget
.that, after all, father has been
around quite a while. He did a
lot of livfng even before his off-

' spring came on the scene, and
while his views may be preju-
diced by self-interest in his filial
investment, and by a lack of un-
derstanding of the new age, still,
in all that experience there's
bound to be something of value.
Let's not dump out everything
forthwith, but pour it out slow-
ly, so as to take a look at every-
thing before rejecting it.

What has caused thiS current
attitude of disrespect for the
past? The wonders of the new
technology, which may have left
father far behind? Perhaps. But
also it could be a result of our,
old habit of being less than hon-
est, concealing our real motives
behind a smoke-screen of pious
verbiage. This inclination to be
less than completely straightfor-
ward h`as resulted over the years
in discrediting the parental
mores, calling into question the
pronouncements of o(thodox
religion, casting doubt on patrio-
tic sentiment, despising the
whole money-grabbing work
ethic, the rat-race of getting to
the top in big business--in fact,
sometimes ',scorning the capital-
ist system. As a matter of fact,
the Establishment probably
needs tinkering, but not outright
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rejectionnot, at least, until
some adequate substitute has
been found.

Despite what would seem to
be a lack of discrimination in
values by youth, there is still in
most young people an instinct
which enables them to recog-
nize and respect honesty. One
can "level" with youth and be
given a proper hearing. Objec-
tivity, directness, and frankness
still rate high with most young
people; the difficulty is to con-
vince by word and action that
one is not a "phony." And there
have been too many camps and
camp directors like the ones
Herman Woulk describes.

Specifically, what is this "new

-



._lite-stylerLIn.its better aspects,
it is one which seeks to avoid
pretense, commercial motivation;
artificiality, and striving for sta-
tus. Three of the major motiva-
tions of the past--money, power,
prestige--make little appeal to
our new generation. If the mood
of youth can be thus described
in negative terms, how does it
sum up when expressed positi-
vely? Simplicity, above all, and
honesty; love, and consequent
social concern; self-sufficiency,
and, often, a search for the
Things of the SpirK

Can camps which'a e devoted
to these ideals survive? My own
humble opinion is that ci-rips
which are not based on some

,

71:ardo,
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such ideals may not make it in
the leaner, more thrifty, less
wasteful years ahead. This is
not to imply that some camps
which have gone under failed to
exemplify fine ideals.

So; assuming that the new life:
style has much that is good, that
we have to come to terms with
it, that it is, on the whole,
worthy of being fostered, how
can camps promote it?

From a number of years of ex-
perimentation to find out what
children deeply want, what they
may need in the next century,
we have .developed a list. By no
means complete, the list is at
least provoCative. First, young-
sters want "challenge, not enter-
tainment. They respond posi-
tively to a set-up featuring co-
operation rather than competi-
tion. Above all, they cherish
honesty. They are quick to fer-
ret out any'deviousness of moti-
vation. Moved more definitely
by love--a diffused love for all
mankind--they are deeply con-
cerned about real democracy,

,about social justice, about re--,

lieving the inequities which pre-
judice and self-interest have
brought. In an age when tele-
vision is destcoying imagination,
they love any idea over which a
whimsical fancy has played. At
a time when crowded schools:
and preoccupied parents force
on children too many decisions
.ready-made, they welcome any
chance for problem-solving in
areas where they have been al-
lowed to achieve some degree of
competence. Finally, older
children generally appreciate be-

ing made aware of the value
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system they have accepted un-
consciously; many of them find
important a disctission of the
principles on which a value-
system rests.
Camps Can Do It

Can such a big order -- chal-
lenge; cooperation, honesty, de-
mocracysocial concern, stimu-
lus to ima'gination, practice in
decision-making, awareness of a.
value--system -- can all this be
done in any camp? Definitely.
If one is stuck with a big camp
and fancy buildings, it will be
harder. But 'it is the spirit, the
attitudes, the goals, the deter-
mination that count, not so
much the-setting.

If an institution is the length-
ened Shadow of one person, and
if as George Fox said, one dedi-
cated individual can shake the
earth for 10 miles around, then
one can begin where he is.. He
or she can set out to educate
the children for the present
scene and for the vastly dif-
ferent world of the next cen-
tury in which they will largely
live their lives. We can do this
not by peering into any crystal
ball to see what the twenty-
first century will be like, but
by giving children the greatest
benefit of a summer camp: se-

curity in the midst of.change.
Let's begin with honesty. It

is a subtle thing. Watch your-
self and see how often you make
a statement which is not quite
true, but which you regard as
good for the institution or for
some private goal you may have.
(Here, of course, I can speak
only for myself). If your camp-
ers have , been encouraged to
question, to voice honest doubts
and suspicions, they will uncover
any secret motivation and hold
it up for your inspection. One
has 'to rely on a sense of humor
to stand this sort of critical

Author of many .comping publications,
including Light From A Thousand Camp-
fires, a textbook widely used in camping
courses, Air. Webb, now retired, founded
Farm and Wilderness Camps, which is now
operated by Farm and Wilderness Founda-
tion, loc., in Plymouth, Vermont.
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examination. With a sense of
humor you can laugh at yourself.
If you can, you've won the kids;
they know that at times every-
one tries to conceal his real mo-
tivation behind a screen of
words.

With honesty you can afford
to admit that a lot of whoop-
dee-doo about teams and con-
tests is an easy device for keep-
ing the kids quiet and out of
mischief. An honest approach
to this worthy goal might be to
discuss some need of improve-
ment in the physical layout of
the camp and then set about
fixing it with the campers. If
it is the type of thing requiring
a degree of skill and coordination
to use what may be dangerous
tools--axes, saws, hammers, grub-
hoes, pickaxes, sickles perhaps--
the job may have to be given
over to the oldest group with the
younger ones doing some related
piece of work which they can
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undertake with safety and satis-
faction.

Cooperation/Competition
Can cooperation be as much

fun as competition? I think of
a tremendous pile of brush and
limbwood which just the other
day a camp of 130 boys collect-
ed and heaped up beside the
camp road in the traditional
first Saturday afternoon all-camp
game, called Transportez-le-Bois
(tres exotique) or Rush the
Brush. This is not dishonesty,
con ealment ,of motives, but
fan playing over a mundane
necess ty, that of cleaning up
the cainp grounds after the win-
ter's storms. Everyone knows
that the ridiculous song-and--
dance put on by a couple of
junior counselors at the end of
the meal that Saturday noon is
to whip up enthusiasm for a job
that must be done. If there is
not a tremendous pile of brush
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We think of program as everything
relating to campers that goes on at
camp. When looked at in terms of
summer scheduling, weekly
scheduling, or even daily scheduling
for staff and campers, it is, if nothing
else, a time-consuming, arduous task.
The limitations of space (playing fields
and activity areas), skill areas (instruc-
tor talents and capabilities), and time
(program hours available) all point out
the complexity of the modern camp
program. In addition, if one wants this
program to be flexible and to meet the
ever-changing needs of campers and
staff, the daily demands become
incredible in their volume and
complexity.

Now, a modern tool can be used to
solve program problems and to create
superb program technique. At Kamp
Kohut, a private boys' camp located in
Oxford. Maine, a computer has been
used to develop a program for up to
200 boys and 80 staff members. This is
not a projected program nor an exercise
in theory involving computer possibili-
tiesthis is a working program
developed over the past five years.

The computer is fed the basic struc-
ture of the camp's program. The input
on campers is built around their
individual choices of activities they
wish to attend. The computer is told Of
the activities available to campers, the
skill levels of the campers in certain of
these activities, and the skills availabili-
ty of staff. It is also informed of the
number of campers various areas can
accommodate. From this information,
a complete camp schedule, a cabin
schedule, and individual camper's
schedule, and the staff's schedule can
be printed, either on paper or on a
screen. Variations in schedules can be
made because of a person's illness; the
weather, an overnight hike, or the un-
availability of a ball field. The
computer accepts change easily. The
computer does this all quickly, using
approximately ten minutes for 180
campers and 30 activities over a five-
period day. Most importantly, the
computer program is set up so that it
can be operated by a clerk having no
computer knowledge.

This process is designed, of course,
to wcrk within Kohut's system, although
it is I lexible enough to handle almost
any other camp structure. Kohut has
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180 boys, 8-15, and each camper
follows a six-period daythree in the
morning and three in the afternoon.
The sixth period is known as an
optional period and campers can take
advantage of instruction in any open
activity. The computer program is
flexible enough to handle up to 240
campers, any number of activities, and
six or fewer periods.

For most readers, computer
terminology is confusing and
something to be avoided. Although the
technical aspects of the program are
included below, the benefits of the
computer scheduling process can be
briefly summed up in this manner: (1)
Campers determine their favorite
activities offered in the camp; (2) The
camp director and staff determine the
skill levels of the campers in selected
activities and generate a master
schedule of activities based on age,
skill levels, number of staff, staff-off
time, and the maximum number of
campers permitted in aiy activity; (3)
This information is sto d on a five-
inch magnetic disk, and t tion of
adding, deleting, or changing this data
is readily available; (4) On cqnmand,
the information is processe through
the computer.

Commands are typed in on a tand-
ard keyboard and outputts viewed on a
12-inch television screen or a line printer.
Program control will attempt to give
all the campers as many of their
requests as possible, starting, of
course, with the highest request. For
180 campers, the process takes about
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ten minutes. Deleting campers from
either morning or afternoon activities
is possible. Once the process is
completed, there are many options
available for obtaining output. A
master schedule of activities for all
campers can be printed, with all
campers in one cabin printed on a single
sheet for distribution. This
information can also be printed on the
screen for quick referral. The number
of campers scheduled for an activity
and period is also available fcir
printing, along with the age and skill
level requirements for the period. It is
possible to get a readout of the names
of all campers scheduled for any
activity, either on the screen or printer.
Finally, the entire.schedule may be .

transferred onto the disk so that it may
be printed out at any chosen time in the
future.

Included with the program is the
facility of entering data or altering the
master schedule. Commands are
entered to the computer by one-
character codes. It iF never necessary to
type mote than one character to initiate
any computer process. If an error is
made in typing, or an illegal code is
entered, the machine promptly informs
the user of tile error and another oppor-
tunity is given. The system is construc-
ted to be used by someone with no
computer experience. The programis
designed ta work for either boys' or
girls' camps or coed camps and types
of activities are inconsequential to the
running of the program. Most impor-
tantly, the program is designed to take
the fear of computers away from the
user.'

Besides scheduling, the computer
can be used for many day-to-day opera-
tions of the camp director. Software is
available at very inexpensive prices to
handle many bookkeeping jobs. The
computer never gets tired and is
extremely reliable.

In summary, in our experience
computer scheduling for individual pro-
gramming has been a great leap forward.
It has taken a five-hour process and
squeezed it into 15 minutes, with the
machine doing all the work.
The material that follows is designed

to give interested persons more
specific, technical information on
setting up and using4he computer for
scheduling camp programs.

/



In order to use the scheduling system,
a certain amount of hardware is
necessary. The first item is a micro-
computer, like the TRS 80, with TV
screen. A piece of equipment known as
an expansion interface is required so
that extra memory, the line printer,
and the all-important disk drives can
be supported. The computer, which
uses basic language, is all solid-state;
repair time, if needed, is minimal. It is
a very reliable machine, and is small
enough to be placed on a table or desk
and requires no special environment.
The cost of the hardware is roughly
$4,000 and does not include the price
of the scheduling-system software. Of
course, the computer can also be used
for inventory, personal finance,
accounts payable and receivable, mailing
labels, games, and as a teaching tool
for campers.

To begin the scheduling process, it is
necessary to have a form available for
campers to complete. This form is
filled out before the camp season and
can be changed anytime during the
summer. See right for the form
used at Kohut. On the top, the camper
writes his name and the cabin where he
lives. On the left side, all activities
available at camp are listed along with
a code number. The camper examines
the activities and lists his 12 favorite
activities. Under Kohut's system, swim-
ming and tennis are not included as
they are scheduled according to a
specific rotation. Once selected, these
activities must be ordered from most-
to least-wanted by the camper. Next to
each activity the appropriate code
number is written in. That concludes
the camper's responsibility.

The camp director o: staff must fill
in some data about the camper. The
age grouping of the camper is placed
on the appropriate space on the form.
This is a number between one and
four. The youngest boys are "ones"
and the oldest boys are "fours." The
cabin number also is noted. This
insures that the schedules of all boys
living in the same cabin will prjnt out
the same computer sheet. Finally, the
camper's skill level for four activities is
recorded. Baseball and soccer are
considered special activities and the
skill level represents the camper's abili-
ties in those sports. This number
insures that all boys with the same skill
level will be scheduled together for
baseball or soccer. The same procedure
is followed with tennis and swimming.
At Kohut, all boys have their own

Stu Schwartz has been program director for
Kamp Kohut in Oxford, Maine, for the past five
summers. He teaches computer science and
mathematics at Wissahickon Senior High School
in Ambler, PA.

Technical information
swimming and tennis instructors. It is
important that all boys with the same
instructor be scheduled together.

The heart of the TRS system is the
five-inch magnetic disk, a device
designed for mass storage of data. The
data for the camper's form below is
coded thusly:

JOHN DOE 2 022226102309060127201805 06 2237

This data is typed into the computer
via the keyboard, and the information
is stored on the disk. It remains there
until changed. This data can be used to
run one schedule, two schedules, or a
hundred schedules. So, after the work
done before a schedule is run, there is
little remaining to do. This is a prime
reason that computer scheduling is so

appealing: data is typed in once and then
can be used over and over again.

The program director must now
decide on a master scheduleThere are
five periods to schedule in a day. He
must decide what activities will be
offered for what age groups during
what periods. For example, the
following schedule for basketball
might be used:
Maximum 'Period Age
number group

5 1 1

10 2 4
7 3. 2

4 3
5 Counselor

off
(continued on next page)

5
Counselor

off

COMPUTER SCHEDULING FORM
INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCE DAY

NAME '4.;hrt Poe. AGE 10 CABIN Exerer

All computers need instructions to work. Please read the following
instructions before selecting activities. REMEMBER, while fun is the key, try
to include in your choices those activities that you would like to learn or
improve in, also.

NOTE TENNIS AND SWIM INSTRUCTION HAVE BEEN OMITTED AS
THEY WILL BE SCHEDULED IN BUNK ROTATION.

STEP I
Examine the following list of activities.

01 Archery
02 Baseball
03 Basketball
04 Canoeing.
05 Nature
06 Crafts
07 Fishing
08 Football
09 Golf
10 Hockey
11 Jogging
12 Ping pong
13 Judo
14 Paddle Tennis

15 Kayaking
16 Photo
17 Frisbee Golf
18 Skiing
19 Riflery
20 SoCcer
21 Music
22 Sailing
23 Volleyball
24 Theat re
25 Track
26 Scuba
27 Radio

STEP 2
Choose 12 of your favorite activities
and list them in order from most liked
to least liked. Place the two-digit
number in the box to the right.

1. i-301,5ebafi .02-
2. Jai lin5 2-1
3, 5cvbc/ 2. 6

4. Ho ckeil /0
5. Volleybdll 2.3

6, Golf
7. CrA5 06
8. Archery 0/
9, Radio 2-7

io.Soccer zo
H.Shmg /1
12. grAere co

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

06
age group cabin number baseball soccer

3 7
swimming tennis
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It is possible to have any combination
of age groups scheduled together. The
maximum number of campers that an
activity can handle per period must
also be determined. Continuing with
basketball, only five of the youngest
campers might be scheduled per period
while the maximum number for older
campers might be ten. Putting together
a master schedule is most important, as
enough activities must be made available
for each age group for each period.
Using the keyboard, the master
schedule is also placed onto the disk,
and it, too, stays there until changed.
The preliminary work is completed.
It's time for the computer to go to
work.

As a camp director, program
director, or even secretary, you now
wish to run a schedule. You insert the
disk into the disk drive, turn the com-
puter on, type in a short command,
and instructions flash onto the small
television screen. The controlling

factor of the camp scheduling program
is the "MENU." The menu is simply a
set of instructions that you may order
the computer to execute.

These options are executed with
single-letter commands. For example,
pressing "R" on the keyboard will
activate option "R," which runs the
schedule and takes about ten minutes
to execute. Option "A" allows you to
add or delete campers from the data
file, and option "C" allows you to
change any data on a camper. Once a
schedule is completed, it may be
printed out on the screen or on the
printer. A complete camp schedule can
be printed in addition to an individual
camper's schedule or a master staff
schedule. It is even possible to place the
entire schedule onto the disk so that it
may be printed out a day or a year
later.

All in all, once a master schedule of
activities is devised, it is possible to
load the data, run a schedule, and get
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the results within 30 minutes. It will be
accurate and will reflect the desires of
the campers and the staff. A manual
process yielding the same results would
take hours of work by several staff
members. Most importantly, the
system can be operated by someone
having no computer experience. A
short session using the 15-page manual
will usually suffice for the non-
computer-oriented user.E1
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Dr. Mary Faeth Chenery served as
guest editor in the preparation of the
portion of this month's Camping Maga-
zine that deals with staff training. An
associate camp director during the
summer in New Hampshire and a mem-
ber of the faculty at Indiana University
at Bloomington, she wrote the intro-
duction that follows on staff training.

The training program for camp staff
is a continuous process. It begins with
recruitment letters and interviews,
continues through pre-camp training,
staff meetings, in-service training and
staff supervision, and winds up with
evaluations and follow-up letters to
staff.

Perhaps the greatest impact of the
training process on staff is made during
the pre-camp training Period. Thus, it is
essential that the camp director plan a
dynamic and effettive pre-camp training
program.

The articles that follow in this issue
focus on important aspects of camper
and staff development. Some of the
ideas offered in these articles might be
integrated into the training program
through reading assigned before camp,
through discussions at camp, or through
new approaches to staff supervision
used by the director during the summer.

Contents of a pre-camp staff training
program

Despite the tremendous variety in
camps, there is some commonality in
the topics which are, and should be,
covered in a pre-camp training program.
The process for delivering the content
will vary and will be discussed shortly.
The topics generally covered are listed
below:

I. Making staff feel at home and pre-
pared in this camp, with this staff:

Philosophy and history of the camp*
Program explanation and schedule
(broad)*
Policies and procedures*

Personnel policies
Camper rules

Conservation, environmental
procedures

Health, safety, and emergency pro-
cedures*

First aid & CPR training
Swimming & canoeing skills

assessment
Emergency procedures
Health practices

Safety rules
Tours for knowledge of camp facili-
ties equipment and programs
Group activities

Building staff unity
Integration of new and old staff

2. Preparing staff for the campers:

Characteristics of the campers*
Planning the schedule (specifics)
First day's welcome
Preparing cabin and activity facili-
ties and materials
Camp songs and traditions
Environmental awareness, nature
knowledge*
Planning rainy day and evening
activities* -
Counseling techniques*
Teaching techniques*
Problem-solving techniques*
Evaluation methods*
Camperaft and outdoor living skills

3. Preparing staff for their own goals

Setting personal goals
Planning to accomplish personal
goals
Suggestions for use of free time and
time off*
Free time for rela,.ation, recreation

*Topics that could be covered in the
camp's staff manual, though discussion
may be warranted in addition to reading.

Process of the pre-camp staff training
program

How the director conducts the pre-
camp training program is in part a
matter of personal style and in part a
matter of what the director believes will
be effective and efficient means of con-
veying the needed content. Some of the
topics can be dealt with by inclusion of
the information in written form in the
staff manual. Other topics will require
discussion; still others, practice.

Possibly most important is the atmos-
phere that is created by the director
during staff training. The director
should set patterns for the staff during
pre-camp that he or she wants the staff
to set for the campers. For example, if
the director wants staff to encourage
creativity in campers, then he or she
should structure opportunities during
pre-camp for the staff to be creative. If
the director expects staff to allow
campers to participate in decision-
making or planning, then the director
should model that participation with
staff during pre-camp.

An atmosphere of respect, comra-
derie, creativity, dedication, surprise,
fantasy, play, relaxation, and fun
during pre-camp staff training will
provide a model and a stimulus for
those experiences during camp. Such
an atmosphere should enhance the
energy, attention, commitment, and
skill development of staff during pre-
camp training. The well-prepared and
energetic staff is the foundation for a
successful season. 0
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Staff
Training
by Mary Faeth Chenery
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LESSON 6 Staff Training

by Robin L. Rose

Staff development aids recruitment and retention
The recruitment and retention of qual-

ity staff is a primary concern of camp
directors. There are no easy solutions or
"quick fixes" that will guarantee
quality staff year after year. However,
the use of a well-articulated staff
development program may help to
attract and retain qualified individuals.
A camp that provides staff with a well-
planned precamp orientation program
and continues to stimulate and Support
their personal and professional growth
throughout the summer may have
fewer staffing problems.

This article will illustrate the staff
development process by focusing on
two aspects of the staff development

program at Camp Gwynn Valley in
Brevard, N.C. These aspects are the
system for evaluation and supervision,
and some specific techniques used for
facilitating communication among all
members of the camp community.

Development of evaluation/
supervisory system

From personal experiences most
people would agree that how they feel
about their job and how they behave in
a work environment are largely deter-
mined by the quality of supervision
they receive. Most people prefer to
know the goals of the organization and
the expectations of the employer.
Many also hope that their employer is
concerned about their personaland
professional growth as well as their job
performance. Believing in all of the

above, the directors and head
counselor of Gwynn Valley set out to
develop an evaluation/supervision
system that would clarify the values
and expectations of the camp and
enhance the personal and professional
growth of each staff member. A des-
cription of how this system was created
and some guidelines for implementation
follow.

Camp's goals/values as a basis for
evaluation/supervision

Step One: Clarified Values

In order to deVelop a meaningful
system of supervision, the leadership
needed to reflect on the values/goals of
the camp. We asked ourselves the fol-
lowing questions:

I. "What kind of environment do we
want our staff to create with/for
our campers?"

2. "What kinds of competencies, atti-
tudes, arid personal qualities are we
expecting the staff to exhibit?"

Step Two: Defined Areas of Concerir-

As an outgrowth of step one we were
able to articulate five major areas of
concern that reflected our values. Per-
formance in each of these areas served
as our basis for evaluation/supervision.

I. Relationship with individual children
2. Ability to work with children in

groups
3. Competence in program areas
4. Staff relationships
5. Personal qualities

Step Three: Clarification of expectations

Although we wanted to avoid devel-
oping a rule book, it seemed necessary

to indicate specific behaviors and atti-
tudes that were desired as well as those
which were discouraged in each of the.
five areas of concern. Specific be-
havioral guidelines helped to clarify our
expectations and values for the staff.

Persomtl goals 3.s a basis for evaluation/
supervision

We believe that in order to attract
and retain quality staff we need to pro-
vide support and stimulation for their
personal and professional development.
Therefore, as part of our evaluation/
supervision process, each counselor was
expected to set three personal goals.
Feedback and evaluation throughout
the summer were based on two com-
ponents: performance in relation to the
camp's goals and performance in rela-
tion to the personal goals of each coun-
selor. Personal goals were included in
evaluation/supervision for three
reasons:

I. When any of us enters a new situation
we have expectations regarding what
we will learn, and how we will
change. We have personal reasons
for entering that situation, and those
reasons (goals) affect our perfor-
mance. If we zan make some of these
public then three things can happen:
others understand our behavior more
fully; others can support us and hold
us accountable for progress toward
these goals; and feedback from
supervisors can be more personally
useful. . 4
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2. By developing a supervisory style
that.respects the individuality of eacii
counselor and at the same time holds
him/her accountable for behaving
within certain parameters (meeting
the camp's expectations), we are
modeling what we expect of coun-
selors in their interactions with the
children. We expect counselors to
respect the individuality of each
child, and yet hold each child
accountable for behaving within
certain parameters. Thus, we
demonstrate for the staff a healthy
balance between respect for indivi-
dualism and the importance of social
or coinmunity responsibility.

3. If we hope to retain quality staff
from year to year we must make
every effort to insure that their camp
experience is challenging and per-
sonally meaningful. By providing
staff with supervision aimed at
maximizing their personal and pro-
fessional growth we have a better
chance of retaining individuals who
are committed to the camping
profession.

Process of evaluation/supervision

At the end of orientation each coun-
selor set his/her goals and shared these
with his/her cabinmate and with the
head counselor. Throughout the sum-
mer these goals and the expectations of
the camp served as the basis for feed-
back and evaluation from the head
counselor and from the directors.
Formal feedback sessions with each
staff member were conducted by the
head counselor at the middle and the
end of the summer.

Although we have no objective data
indicating that this process guarantees
greater retention, we believe that the
long-term effects may be in that direc-
tion. Certainly this type of cupervision
enhanced the performance of our staff.



Techniques for facilitating staff
communication

A second notable aspect of our pro-
gram is our emphasis on the develop-
ment of staff communication skills. In
any human services profession, the
need for effective communication skills
is high. In a camp community we see
this on several levels: director to staff,
staff to staff, staff to children. We
have all observed the devastating effects
of a "communication gap": informa-
tion is not shared, feelings are hurt,
planning is haphazard. In short, the
quality of life at camp is adversely
affected when communication is ade-
quate. At Gwynn Valley, we have
experimented with several ways to
enhance our communication.

During precamp orientation and
throughout the summer, several
sessions on effective listening skills,
confrontation skills, and the affective
experiences of children and adults were

conducted by individuals trained in
these areas. In addition to providing
large group skill-building sessions, we
saw a need to focus additional efforts
on the communication between cabin-
matcs (co-counselors). In a residential
camp there seems to be a high correla-
tion between the level of co-counselor
communication and the quality of life
for campers in a cabin. Although we
constantly stress this to our staff, typi-
cally co-counselors avoid sharing their
thoughts and feelings with each other.

In an effort to facilitate sharing, the
author developed two structured
communication exercises: TASK
(Teammate Action and Survival Kit) I
and TASK II. All cabin teams were
required to complete the appropriate
exercise verbally the night before
campers arrived at the beginning of a
new session. The entire staff met in the
lodge or in an open area on the
grounds to work in pairs. Having every-
one work within sight of each other
helped to create an atmosphere o f
seriousness and commitment to the
task. The exercise took approximately
one hour to complete.

TASK l is an exercise designed for
individuals who have not worked
together before. The exercise follows:

Task I

PART I

In the next five to ten minutes tell
your teammate about yourself. You
may want to include such topics as
where you are from, wAat you do during
the school year, what your educational/
professional goalS are, and why you
came to camp. Try to listen carefully
and learn as much as you can about
each other.

PART II

When most people enter a newsitu-
ation with new roles and responsibili-
ties, typically they have expectations,

hopes, and fears about what might
happen. For the next few minutes we
would like you to share some of your
goals, needs, and expectations with each
other. Please take some time to reflect
on the questions and then verbally
share with each other.

1. Three personal strengths I have in
working with children are

2. Two skills (in working with children)
that I would like to develop here are

3. My goals for this session are
4. In order to reach these goals I will

do
5. In order to reach these goals I need

from you
6. Three things I'm excited about are

7. Three things I'm concerned about
are

PART III

Two things which in the past have
been important in building a successful
cabin team are 1) planning and 2) team
support when you are faced with diffi-
cult situations. In these two areas open
and direct communication between you
is vital. Take a few minutes to consider
the following questions and discover
something about yourself and your
teammate.
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I. When a child misbehaves I
2. The hardest situation for me to deal

with is
3. When this happens I need from you

4. Three words that I hope will charac-
terize our cabin are

5. When we have a disagreement about
what is happening in the cabin, I
hope we will

6. Some ideas I have for opening day
are . ,

7. Some ideas I have for the session are

As you can see, this exercise helps
counselors to share their personal goals,
identify strengths and Weaknesses,
anticipate problems and do some pre-
liminary planning for the upcoming
session.

TASK II is for counselors who have
worked together previously and is
designed to help cabin teams reflect on
past experiences and plan how they
would like to work together in the next
session.

Task II \
PART I

Although by now you may think that
your teammate knows you fairly well,
certainly there are some things about
you that she/he doesn't know. Take a
few moments to share with your co-
counselor something important about
you that they don't already know.

In the next two parts of this exercise
we would like to share with each other
your thoughts and feelings about last
session, your goals as you see them
now, feedback regarding how you
worked together, and your ideas for
the next session. Listen carefigly to
each other and try to discover as much
as you can about yourself and your
teamm. te.

PART II

I T ree things I learned lait session
re

Three things that frustrate me about
this job are

3. With regard to the goals I set last
session I feel

4. You helped me achieve my goals by

5. One thing I'd like you to help me
more with is

Let your teammate respond to what you
have shared. Have they understood
you? How able/willing are they to help
you with these goals?



6. My goals for this session are

7. In order to keep myself motivated
and excited about this job, I need

PART III

1. Three things that I thought we did
well together and I would like to
continue are

2. Three things that I would like to do
differen0 are

3. My specific ideas with regard to these
changes are

Let your teammate respond to your
ideas. Take a few minutes to clarify
what you have said and generate some
creative strategies.

4. Some ideas I have for opening day
are

5. Some ideas I have for this session
are

Again, this exercise is a good beginning,
but it is only a beginning. You now
have a chance to start again, to change
your style as a team if you want, to
strengthen the skills you have individu-
ally and collectively. It is important to
continue sharing your joys,
frustrations, ideas, plans, and goals.
We have great confidence in you both!

Although we have no quantifiable
data to support this approach,.the
reaction of the staff to the exercises
was enthusiastic. Many remarked that
the structure of the exercise enabled
them to share perceptions and feelings
that typically they would not have
shared.

There are many ways to improve and
encourage intra-staff communicatiOn
and this is only one technique. The
method is not nearly as important as
the end goal. Improved intra-staff
communication at all levels is a prere-
quisite for quality camp experiences.

The evaluation system and communi-
cation exercises described in this article
are only two aspects of a comprehensive
staff development program. There are
many ways to approach the problems
of staff recruitment and retention, but
we believe that a well planned, com-
prehensive staff development program
may help you to attract and retain
highly qualified individuals.D

Robin L. Rose is a head counselor at Camp
Gwynn Valley, Brevard, North Carolina, and is
currently finishing her Ph.D. in Counseling Psy-
chology at The University of Connecticut.
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LESSON #7

The promotional
aspect of

camp marketing
by-Dwight Jewson

Following what is now a well-
established approach in business, an
increasingly apparent trend in social
services is the adoption of a marketing
stance toward delivery of the "human
service product," whether in a hos-
pital, a university or a camp. ln the
case of the camp, this means con-
sidering the camp itself as a product
which is marketed to consumers who
are children, adolescents, and their
parents.

In this view, the camp competes
with other products being marketed to
youth such as television, sporting
teams, school programs, parental
vacations, as well as other camps.
The message or advertisement for the
camp thus must be addressed to a
specific market or markets, which
means that the camp has identified
who its efforts are directed toward or
who are the most likely campers for
this camp.

That message existS in the context
of many other messages or advertise-
ments for alternatives for the summer
and thus must communicate directly
with the needs and concerns of the
market segment towards whom it is di-
rected. Broadly viewed, marketing for
the camp would include consideration
of staff recruitment, relations with
parents, relations with the community

/ and promotion. This article will focus
/ on the promotional aspect.

This marketing approach is feared
or rejected by many in camping who
see it as dehumanizing or in conflict
with the values which are the reason
for the existence of the camp in the
first plae. After all, children and
youth are not consumers in the
business sense, and camp is important
for many non-materialistic values and
as a valuable asset for youth and
families.

Other camping professionals, how-
ever, argue that camps mi:st adapt to
(not necessarily adopt) the competitive
environment they exist within by
utilizing a business-like approach to

promotion and management. More-
over, these professionals argue that a
camp must remain not only solvent,
but financially viable if it is to continue
to serve youth and families. These
camping professionals may wear the
"hat" of VP-marketing for their camp.
In this role, there are several prag-
matic research-related steps the camp
director can take. This article concen-
trates on approaches a camp can
realistically take.

Market identification
Any given camp does not appeal or

cater to -all youth between the ages
Within this popu-

lation exist many different market
segments. A given camp May appeai
to more than one market segment. It
may attract both wealthy girls from a
suburban community and street-wise
boys from a more urban area.

Moreover, a camp might appeal to
some youth who saw it as a place

, where "everybody goes," another
segment who saw it as "a place for
sporting,'' and yet another group who.
come "to get away from the family
and do things on their own." Ad-
ditionally, camp fees vary widely:
some camps are out of reach fi-
nancially for some youth.

The emphasis here is not as much on
"typing" of youth as it is on gaining
a clear identification of who the camp
is serving, Why they might choose or
not choose this camp, and thus to
whom the message regarding the
camp must be communicated. It is
possible that the needs and concerns
of youth (and parents) vary widely and
a single communications strategy may
alienate many potential campers while
appealing to others for whom the camp
is not appropriate.
Who are we serving?

Market segmentation for the camp
can be facilitated by several methods.
A first step is a meeting of the direct-
or, staff, and :loud to discuss camp
philosophy in strms of who the camp
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wants to serve. Another step can be an
examination of past attendance identi-
fying where campers come from
which parts of cities br areas, noting
changes and concentrations over the
period of the last three to five years.
This can be very revealing in high-
lighting geographic areas which have
high potential and deserve concerted
effort during a promotional period.
Additionally, examination of a "How
did you hear about the camp?"
question on an application or registra-
tion form can be undertaken.

Yet another step here could be a re-
view of census data for a given com-
munity or area which will highlight
numbers of youth between different
ages giving an idea of the potential
market for the services of the camp.
Such information is available from the
nearest public library or library of the
Department of Commerce.

Talking to campers and parents
On the basis of both a geographical

review of where campers come from,
where youth live, and the philosophy
of the camp, another step in market
identification can be taken. This in-
volves conducting what are called
Focus Group Interviews (FGIs) which
are group discussions held with eight
to 10 people and could be facilitated or
moderated by either the camp director
or an individual on the camp staff.

Such discussions last from one to
one and one-half hours and are used
for exploring how people think about a
given product or service; in this case
a camp. Participants for such disCus-
sions can be recruited through con-
tacts with schools, churches, organiza-
tions or through campers, camp staff
or families. A series of such dis-
cussions could be held with the follow-
ing groups:

Involved, enthusiastic camp-
ers.
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Promotional aspect, continued

Potential campers who did not
register for camp.
Campers from previous sum-
mers who do not return.
Other groups whom the camp
may be interested in.

Parents of camp age youth.
Youth who do not attend camp.

The format for all these group dis-
cussions can be quite similar. The dis-
cussion begins with a consideration of
what youth do with their summers,
thus allowing for a perspective of
camp in the context of other com-
petin# activities.

A discussion of camps in general can
follow, allowing insight into percep-
tions of camps in general, its image
and value as seen by youth. Finally, a
specific discussion of the camp in
question can examine why youth do or
do not attend camp, how they see this
camp in the context of other camps and

activities, and what their concerns and
needs relative to camp attendance are.
The discussion can end with a review
of camp promotional material which
will be discussed later in this
article.

This process brings the camping
professional in very close contact with
youth from their perspective. By con-
ducting such group discussions with a
variety of youth, the director can gain
considerable understanding of whom
the camp is appealing to and why it is
appealing. In other words, the camp
can gain insight into what its market
is.

This information could be used as
the basis for a questionnaire ad-
ministered by telephone or in person.
Properly handled, this could be a
valuable tool for camps, but it is
costly and more complicated, necessi-
tating considerable skill.

Effective communication and
promotion

Having identified to whom the camp
is directing its efforts, a very large
step in communication has been taken-
we know to whom we are talking and
what their concerns are. It is now in-
cumbent to the camping professional

that the camp's communications
strategy and message are actually
communkating what they are meant to
communicate.

All too often, the director simply
assumes the camp's message com-
municates effectively, an assumption
that may be very much in error. Is the
camp message talking to the needs,
concerns, and values of the youth to
wnwn it is directed? What are youth
hearing and understanding in the
camp message? How can youth be
most effectively communicated with?

Feedback in this regard can be as-
certained through exposing youth (or
parents) to the camp promotional ma-
terial at the close of the Focus
Group Interviews discussed earlier.
Such material, whether brochures,
slide presertations, or movies, can be
shown to the various groups in ques-
tion and evaluated in terms of the
response it receives, what is seen,
what the message was, what is liked,
what is disliked, and how it might be
modified. Such a format also offers the
camping professional the opportunity
to try out other communications ideas
he or she might have before they are
implemented.

Implementing a marketing program
Having identified the market seg-

ments for the camp and examined
the communications strategy of the
camp in terms of the needs and con-
cerns of potential campers, the camp
has gone a very long way towards
developing an effective marketing
strategy. The final step which remains
is implementation. Camps today use
everything from full-time promo-
tion personnel to advertising to tele-
phone usage and :nailings in imple-
menting their promotional programs.

A camp which knows to whom these
efforts should be directed, how to com-
municate effectively through both
message content and type of com-
munication, and energetically gets
that message acioss is a camp with a
complete marketing strategy. In the
conviction of many, it is also a camp
which truly values the services it pro-
vides and wants them to be utilized
to tho fullest. E]
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Research/Evaluation of
your camp program
It doesn't have to be painfal

Since the initiation of this column
over one year ago, the organized camp-
ing,community has gradually shown an
increased interest in research and/or
evaluation studies. One example of this
interest is the attendance at the research
sessions scheduled at past national con-
ventions. Another example is the pub-
lication of articles that describe recent
attempts to evaluate some aspect of a
camp's operation.

Camping is not the only endeavor
that has renewed its concern over U.
need to substantiate the claims of success
and benefits for its programs. Two
other national organizations have
recently initiated task groups to organize
a research/evaluation thrust for the

1980s. Growing out Of a fifty-member
working group conference, as part of
the 1980 Conference of the National
Association for Environmental Educa-
tion, a plan of operation for a National
-Environ-ni-enraVE-n-e rgy Education--
Research/Development Assessment
for CoMmunity Action (NE/EER/
DACA) was drafted. The second organi-
zation, the National Council on Outdoor
Education (a group affiliated with the
American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance),
established a Research Task Force,

In a pnoject overview statement, Dr.
Frederick Staley, Director of the Coun-
cil's Research Task Force, states regard-,
ing the status of research/evaluation in
outdoor-environmental education:

In the lasr 20 years we have also
dOne a good job attempting to pro-
vide evaluations of on-going outdoor-
environmental programs to help

-decision makers improve this type of
eciucatioh process. Unfortunately,
we have not been quite as successful
in determining through research/
evaluation what it is about outdoor-
environmental programs that contri-
butes to the growth and development
of the whole person's intellect, body,
and spirit.

One of the reasons for our lack of
success with the research/evaluation
components of our programs may be
that we have been ill-trained in the
use and understanding of appropriate
research/evaluation methodologies.
Traditionally, outdoor-environmental
educators have been stronger with the
people-oriented phases of program
development and implementation and
not with the research/evaluation
components that deal with mathe-
matics and statistics.

William M. Hammerman, Editor

A secona reason tor our anncumes
with research/evaluation may be that
many of the decision makers and
funding sources have wrongly believed
in the superiority of quantitative,
empirical research methods over
qualitative, nonexperimental evalu-
ation methods.

Similar statements might be made in
reference to camping research/evalua-
tion. In spite of these organizational
efforts on the national level, there is a
contribution that the individual camp
director and his staff can make to the
research/evaluation area on the local
levelthat is "do-it-yourself" studies,
sometimes labeled "roll your own" or
"action research."

Now is the time of year for a director
to identify those areas that he/she

might wish to evaluate during the 1981

season. Step one is to list questions
aoout the impact or benefit of one's
camp staff and program on the
camper. For example:

I . What specific kinds of behaviors
change in children as a result of a
camping experience?

2. Do the attitudes and values of chil-
dren change as a result of a camping
experience? If so, which ones?

3. How does the behavior and attitude
of a camp director influence the
leadership attitudes of his staff? Does
this, in turn, affect the quality of the
program? If so, how?

4. What kinds of staff precamp training
experiences make a significant differ-
ence in the job performance of pro-
gram staff?

5. Which leadership styles, on-the part
ofstaff, are most successful in achiev-
ing the desired goals and objectives of
the various program areas? Can these
"more successful" styles be taught
to other staff? How?

The next step is to formulate tentative
hypotheses with respect to the questions
raised. -These "educated guesses" help
to narrow the problem and to focus on
its key elements. They also aid in the
identification of what data to collect and
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which study instruments/techniques to
use. There are many sources that a camp
director might draw upon to aid in this
process. In addition to the suggested
readings, help might be provided by
members of one's staff (graduate stu-
dents) or faculty members at a nearby
university who are seeking potential
research situations for their students.

After the hypotheses have been
generated, the research/evaluation pro-
cedure is designed. This step might fol-
low the traditional quantitative/empiri-
cal research methodology or, as sugges-
ted earlier, an approach that is less
traditional, utilizing nonexperimental
and qualitative procedures. In either
case, the research design should be com-
pleted prior to the commencement of
the camp season. This plan of action
should include:

a) Methods to be employed
b) Actual tools to be used
c) Timetable for evaluation
d) Who will participate in the evalu-

ation task
e) How. results will be utilized

The data are collected, as prescribed
in the design, during the camp season
and analyzed later. For purposes of

documentation it is important to main-
, tain'records of both changes in camper's

responses and the procedures/instru-
ments used. Learning how to conduct a
sound evaluation of your camp program
is similar to the learning of various skills
at camp. One's level of proficiency in-
creases as he/she repeats the process.
The professional camp director of the
1980s is one who will utilize research and
evaluation procedures continually in
all aspecti of his camp operation. The
program area is but one dimension.11
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